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-INTRODUCTION
 
The aim of the work presented here is' to-unify, clarify, and
 
extend the various techniques-used:in proving convergence of itera­
tive processes for solving.systems of (nonlinear) equations in
 
RP. For-.a large class of these proofs the'common approach appears
 
to be the generation of some related, and preferably simpler,
 
difference equation in one.or several variables which has the
 
property that convergence criteria and rate of convergence esti­
mates for.the iterates can-be deduced from the behavior of its
 
-solutions.
 
Hence,-the topics to be discussed here are-(1) the principle
 
leading to.the generation of suitable one- or multidimensional
 
difference equations for proving convergenceof iterative methods,
 
(2) the analysi' of certain types of solutions of.the difference
 
equations arising from (1), and (3) the application.of the results
 
from (2) to convergence proofs for various typical classes of
 
iterative processes. We emphasize', however, that the primary goal
 
here is not to add, new convergence results for specific iterative
 
methods to the iarge number already found in the.literature, but
 
rather to.present a general theory which includes these special
 
cases and which promises to lead to new results.-

When considering the ways in which the difference equation in
 
(1) can be obtained, we note first that, technically speaking, the
 
equations of.the iterative process itself can always be considered
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as a p-dimensional difference equation. To prove convergence we 
must then analyze the iterates directly. Although this is rarely 
possible, when successful it usually leads to global convergence
 
results. critical to these results are the special form of the
 
process equations and the use of particular structural properties
 
of the space. This appears to preclude the'development of a
 
general theory,for such an approach, andwe shall not attempt to
 
include it here.
 
This leaves essentially two different means of generating the
 
difference equation in W_). The first of these begins again with
 
the difference equation defined by the process itself, but then
 
considers~this equation locally, in the neighborhood of a specific
 
solution (usually the trivial solution). This leads to perturbed
 
linear differehce equations and, by nature, to convergence results
 
for the process which are alwqays local theorems. The second of the 
two approaches consists in using norm estimates to majorize the
 
process equations by some difference equation or system of equations. 
in this case, both local and semi-local, but rarely global, convergence
 
results are obtained.
 
For the sake of illustrating all of these approaches, consider
 
the standard Newton process 
F' (x(n)) (x(n+l)-x(n)) + Fx(n) 0, n 0,1,... 
'for solving Fx = 0 where F: IRp and F'x) is the Frechet (P-) 
3 
derivative of F at x. The problem is to find conditions under 
which {x(n)1 can be constructed for each n and x(n) converges 
to a solution of Fx = 0. 
A typical treatment of the process equation itself is provided 
by the following global convergence result of Baluev [1952): 
Let F be convex and continuously F-differentiable, and suppose 
that (F'(x))-l'exists and is nonnegative'on P P.- If Fx = 0 has a 
solution x*, then the Newton iterates {x (n)} exist and converge to 
x* from any initial point x(O).
 
If F' is twice continuously F-differentiable in a neighborhood
 
of a solution x* of Fx = 0 and if F'(x) is nonsingular in a deleted 
neighborhood of x*, then the process equation considered locally 
takes the form of a perturbed linear difference equation 
(x(n+l)-x*) = A(x(n)-x*) + 0(lix(n)-x*12), n = 0,1,... 
where A = 0 if (F'(x*))- I exists. Local convergence is then equi­
valent to asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of
 
y(n+l) = Ay(n) + 2 ), n 0,1,...O(Jjy(n) 11 = 
Finally, a typical majorization approach (see, e.g., Ortega
 
[1968J) for the same process involves bounding lIx(n+l)-x (n)II by 
real numbers an+l, n = 0,1 .... .. If F' exists and is Lipschitzian 
with constant y, we obtain from Banach's lemma (with suitable x(0)) 
the difference equation 
4 
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an+l = ,n=l,2,...
 
l-yn( I a.)

a j=l 
where JIF' ((O)) <ii11. Semi-local convergence is now guaranteed 
when a1 = Ijx(l)-x(O)Ii, n , and Y are such that {a I is summable; 
for then {x(n)I is a Cauchy sequence. 
We begin in the first part with the localized process equation
 
approach, which we call the direct approach. In Chapter 1, a general
 
stability theory for the perturbed linear difference equation is
 
developed, extending results of Perron [1929] and Ta Li [1934].
 
Using sum equations and a fixed point theorem on sequence spaces,
 
we can give a new proof of the work of Coffman [1964] and extend
 
it to the variable coefficient problem. These results are applied to
 
iterative processes in Chapter 2 to prove point-of-attraction theorems
 
in the sense of Ostrowski [1966] and Ortega and Rockoff [1966], in­
cluding a new "singular" Newton theorem.
 
In Part II, the majorization approach is discussed. Chapter 3
 
consists of a collection of convergence theorems for isotone difference
 
equations, the type which naturally occurs when norm estimates are
 
employed for analyzing the process equation. In Chapter 4, these
 
results are applied first to the case of majorizing sequences, as
 
used by Kantorovich [19491 and Rheinboldt [1968]. Then a more general
 
concept of majorizing systems of difference equations is introduced.
 
This approach appears to contain all known convergence proofs for
 
iterative processes which rely on norm estimates.
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Notation, Definitions, and Background Thbeorems
 
Throughout this paper X, Y will denote p-dimensional linear 
spaces over the real or complex'field (IR or C' ), with "I[II" 
meaning a vector norm or its induced matrix norm, usually the 
Zi-" Y2-' or i.-norm. Let L(XY) denote the space of linear opera­
tors mapping X into Y, with L(X) = L(X,X). For A e L(X), p(A)I 
is the spectral radius of A (largest eigenvalue in modulus). 
Since there seems to be no standard usage of the term "difference 
equation", we define it in the following general way. 
Definition 1. Let S be a set of vector-valued sequences 
{x(n)1, x(n) e Rp , n = 0,1,..., containing the null sequence and 4' 
be a function mapping S into S. Then the relation 
G) C{x(n)}) = {0) 
defines a difference equation whose solution {x(n)} is any member of 
S which satisfies (1). 
Our interest will be in equations of a more special form than 
(1). 
Definition-2. An m-th order difference equation in normal form
 
is given by
 
x(k+l) = g(k,x(k),...,x(k-m+l)), k = 0,1,... 
for an appropriately defined given'functiob g.
 
Historically, the difference equation was defined in analogy
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with the differential equation,, with the differences Aq,(x (n)) of 
a function. x corresponding ,tothe derivatives x' (n). Here 
h(x(n)) - x(n+h),-x(n), A (x(n)),= A (A (x(n))), etc,and the 
h h h 
equation took,the form
 
k=01FkAxkAq'k)..A kk)'0, 

'h h 0 
We will avoid the term "recurrence equation ,.sometimes used as 
a synonym for "difference equation", for reasons of its connotations
 
in the field of logic.
 
For the meaning of "iterative process" we have the following
 
from Ortega and Rheinboldt [1970].
 
Definition 3. A family of operators {Gk.with Gk:Dk C Xk +m X, 
k= 0,,..., defines an iterative process with m initial points and 
domain D*e D if for any (x(0);...,x(-m+l)) e D*, the-sequence 
{x (k)I generated from 
(2) x(k+l) = Gk (x(k),x(k-l),...,x(-m+l)), k = 0,,... 
exists. It lin x(k) = x*, then x* is a limit of the process. The 
k4o­
-
process is -- step if m, £ and (2) takes the form 
(3) x(k+l) '3(Xk)t.. ,X(k -%+1))t k = ,1,.. 
It is stationary if k G for all k. 
It is convenient at this time to.define attraction in the sense 
of Ostrowski [1966]. 
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Definition 4. For the iterative process {G ) with m initial
 
-k
 
points and domain D* suppose there is a point x* 6 X and a neighbor­
hood U of (x*,...,x*) such that whenever (x(0),..,x(-m+l)) 6 U, 
the sequence {x(k)} generated by (2) exists and converges to x*. 
Then x* is called a point of attraction for the process and U a 
domain of convergence. 
Finally, we will be interested in the asymptotic speed at which 
sequences {x(n)) converge to limits x* E X and again take the follow­
ing from Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970]. 
Definition S. Let {x(n)}, x(n) 6 X, be a sequence with limit 
x* and for a given norm define the quotient and root convergence 
factors for p E (l,) 
0 if x(k)=x* for k > k0 , 
O{x(k)I = lim sup Lx(ktl7X!II if x(k)7'x* for all but
 
k-* x (k).-x*Ir finitely many k,
 
otherwise, 
I/k 
lir sup jIx(k)-x*II if p = 1$ 
k->
 
rli sup jjx-k)=x* , if p > 1. 
k+
 
If C(4 ,x*) denotes the set of all sequences generated by an iterative
 
process - (or which solves a difference equation A ) and which
 
converge'to x*t we can define, for p e [1,l), 
8 
Qp (J,x*) = sup {Qp{x k)}I{x 1 ec ,x*)) 
Rp(d,x*) = sup {Rpx{x(k)l{xk)} Cc ,x*)}
pi
 
The Q- and R-order of - at x* are then given by
 
, if Q) x*)=0 for all p, 
" 
finf {p e [1,c) IQp ,x*) = &f, otherwise, 
, if R ( 4 ,x*)=0 for all p,
ORU ,x*) =P
 
inf ip l,w) IR (,,x*) = 1}, otherwise. 
I M p
 
We say that ' has convergence which is R-superlinear, linear, or 
sublinear as Rl (4,x*) is 0, between 0 and 1, or 1, respectively. 
Similar concepts relate to the Q1 factors. 
Theorem 6. Q {x(k)} is norm dependent; R {x(k)} is not. The
 
p P
 
Q- and R-orders of t at x* are norm independent. Q is an isotone
 
function of p which has values 0, w, except possibly at one point p;
 
R is an isotone function of p with values 0,1, except possibly at
P 
one point.
 
Definition 7. Let 1l' 2 be different processes. Then 
is Q-faster (R-faster) than < at x* if there is some p E [IS 
such that 
Qp (Jx*) 5 Qp ,x*) CRCQ ,x*) <-R (A 2,x*)) 
9 
Theorem 8. For two processes 41' 4 2 with limit x*, if
 
0Q( ,x*) > OQ (A 2,x*) (OR (' ,x*) > 0R( 2 ,x*)) I 
then -i is Q-faster (R-faster) than d 2 at x*. If Q (4 ,xl*) < 
for-some p, > p. Qq(;,x*) > 0 for some q, thenthen 0 (Q,x*) If 
O ,x*) < q. Likewise for R, 0R with 1 replacing . 
To compare processes 4 l? - 2 at x*, we compare 0Q(lX*)
 
with 0 Q 2,x*). If these are both equal to p, compare Q ( ,X*)
 
with Q (A ,x*). Similarly for R-convergence.

*p 2
 
Theorem 9. If Q tx(k)} < - for some p, then for any E > 0
 
there is a such that
k0 

llx(k+l) -x*l < (Qp+E)lilx(k)-x*llP for all k > k 
If Rp{x(k)}< i,then for any e > 0 there is a k0 such that either
 
k 
lx(k)-x*l <, (R si+6) for k > k 0 ' p > 1 
or
 
Ix(k)-x*l .< (R1 +s) k , for k > k p = 1 
Theorem 10. If lir x(k) - x*; then R {x(k)J < Ql{x(k)} in 
every norm. Hence Rl( 4,x*) .< Ql(,x*) and Q (4 ,x*) .< ORCx*) 
Theorem 11. For a process - and some p e (1,o) suppose tha
 
each sequence of iterates {x(n)} which converges to x* satisfies
 
R {x(n)} < 1. Then 0R(,AX*) > p. 
PART I 
DIRECT APPROACH 
As mentioned above, here we will generate difference equa­
tions by considering iterative methods locally. Specifically,
 
suppose we have the single-step process
 
(1-1) x(n+l) = G(n,x(n)), n = 0,1,... 
for solving lim G(n,x) ='x, where G(n):E !X - Y for each n.
 
Suppose that there is a point x* e E such that G~n,x*) x* for 
all n and that the F-derivative G' (n,x*) exists. If E is 
open and convex, then for any x(n) e E we have 
(1-2) x(n+l) - x* = G' (n,x*) (x(n)-x*) 
+ 	 [G(n,x(n))-G(n,x*)-G' (n,x*)(x(n)-x*)1 
-G' (n,x*) (x(n)-x*) t D(n,x(n)), 
and
 
xx Px-)x = 0 for each n 
This system is of the general form 
(1-3) y(n+!) = A(n)y(n) + F(ny(n)), n = 0,1,.., 
with 
10 
F(n,y) = o(llyl) as y + 0 . 
Chapter 1 is devoted to the study of the stability properties 
of the perturbed linear systems of difference equations (I-3). 
In Chapter 2, we return to iterative processes of the form (I-1), 
as well as of slightly more general forms, and apply the results 
of Chapter 1 to obtain point-of-attraction theorems by means of 
the error equation (1-2). 
12 
Chapter 1
 
Perturbed Linear Difference Equations
 
The purpose of this chapter is to present a general stability
 
theory for the perturbed linear system of difference equatins
 
= (1.1) y(n+!) A(n)y(n) + F(n,y(n)), n -0,1,... 
where y(n) £ cP, A(n) E L(C p ) for n = 0,1,..., and F(n,-) maps a 
domain in P into C P for each n. In the form presented here, 
this theory appears to be new, although for certain special cases 
the results are essentially known. 
From time to time we will refer to several types of stability 
for the trivial solution f01 of a difference equation 
(1.2) y(n+l) = H(n,y(n)), n = 0,1,...; H(n,0) = 0 
f0) is stable if for any sufficiently small c > 0 there is a 
6 E CO,s) such that Ily(n)J f Ee,n = 0,1,..., for any solution 
{y(n)} of (1.2) with jly(0) 11< 6. It is asymptotically stable if 
whenever ily(o)I{> 6 is sufficiently small, then the solution 
{y(n)1 of (1.2) has lim y(n) = 0. {0} is exponentially stable if 
n-w
 
there are positive constants a,$ and some s > 0 such that for any
-0('n-n 0 ) 
<n0 > 0, Ily(n0 )11 < E impliesly(n)II aIly(n0 ) Ile . Finally, 
we call {0} conditionally stable (or conditionally asymptotically 
stable) if for any sufficiently small s > 0, there exists y(0) 
with 0 < IJy(o)I < e such-that the solution {y(n)1 of (1.2) satis­
fies 11y(n) - s, n = 0,, .... (or lir y(n) = 0). 
neto
 
The chapter consists of three sections which we describe
 
briefly below.
 
In section 1 we consider the following "canonical" form of
 
(1.1), 
(1.3) y(n+l) = D(n)y(n) + G(n,y(n)), n = 0,1,.., 
Here D(n) is a block diagonal (pxp)-matrix with square blocks and
 
C p
G(n,.) maps a domain in into C P. A general conditional
 
asymptotic stability theory for such equations is developed under 
the assumption that the perturbation G either has a special form 
or is in some sense "small". 
Section 2 is concerned with the special case of (1.1) for
 
which A(n) is a constant matrix. After transforming (1.1) into 
canonical form (1.3) with D(n) constant, we apply the results of
 
Section 1 to obtain a new proof of the results of Coffman [1964].
 
Fifially, in Section 3, we turn to the general case of (1.1) in
 
which A(n) is actually variable. Again a change of variables
 
reduces (1.1) to canonical form (1.3) and an application of the 
theory of Section 1 yields stability results, including an extension 
of the work of Ta Li (1934]. 
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Section 1. Stability for the Canonical Equations 
For equation (1.3) suppose that D(n) has r blocks D. (n)Pl P pr 
,of dimensions pj, j = 1,...,r, respectively. Since C x... x r = 
we can.define the natural projections 
P.: EpJ byP((x l t x 2 . . . x p ) T E (x 	 ,...x )T 
Then let.G. (n,,) P .G(n,.) and notice that P.D(n) =fDj (n)P. 
The.standard product notation for matrices will have the order
 
interpretation
 
k+Z
 
I B(j) E B(k+J)B(k+Z-l)...B(k+l)B(k)
 
j=k
 
k-i k-1
 
with the usual conventions I • - 0, f " - 1.
 
j=k j=k
 
For finding conditions on D(n) and G which guarantee certain 
conditional stability properties of the trivial solution of (1.3) it is 
advantageous to use a sum equation which is equivalent to (1.3). Such 
forms were first considered by Perron £1929] and are analogous to the 
integral equation forms for ordinary differential equations. 
Lemma 1.1. A sequence {z(n)} with z(n) E CP, n 0,1,..., is a 
solution of (1.3) if and only if it satisfies
 
n 	 n n 
(1.4) 	 Piz(n+l) = 11 D (k))Piz(O) + H n.Dk))G (J,z(j)),
k=0 j=0 k=jA-l 
i = 1,2,...,r; n 0,1,... 
15 
n-1
 
Moreover, if for some index i0 ( R D, (k)) exists for each n
 
0k=01 
and is uniformly bounded by-,> 0, then any solution {z(n)} of
 
(1.3) with lim 	z(n) 0 satisfies
 
(1.5) 	 Piz(n) = kD i(k)) Gi (j,z(j)), n = 0,1,... 
0 j=nk=n 0 0 
On the other hand, if {z(n)} is a sequence with z(n) E CP and 
satisfies for each i either (1.4) or (1.5), then {z(n)} solves 
(1.3). 
Proof: The first and last parts follow from a simple induction 
argument. 	For the second statement, rewrite (1.4) with i = i0 as 
n n j -1 
zPi (n+l) C1 Di (k)) [Pi z(0)+ I C 11Di (k)) . z(j))Jk=0 0. 	 '= 
But then
 
iIPi z(n+l)jj> 	alip± Z'(0) + k -1IDi jz() 
and since lim z(n) = 0, we have
 
Piz't0) = .lim[- nI C IIj D. (k))-lG. (j,z~j))]
 
n0J=O 1k=0 10
Io 
Hence 
n -1 
P. z(n+l) = -( 1 D. (k))( Z (1 D. (k)) Gi Cj,z(j))] 
k0 10 j=n+l k=0 0
 
which is (1.5).
 
Equations (1.4) and (1.5) will be used next to define a certain
 
function T which operates on sequence spaces. Let S denote the
 
set of all sequences with range ( P and C0 its subset consisting
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of those sequences which converge to 0. Clearly, under the
 
ordinary operations of addition and scalar multiplication and
 
with the 	induced'norm II{x(n )} 11- sup{ ix(n)II In= 0 , 1 ,... - for any:x(n):EC 0 ;:and any norm: ;ion CP, c O is a Banach space (see 
Dunford and Schwartz [19581 ). 
We call the difference equation (1.3) admissible if there is an
 
index s E El,r] and numbers a > 1, 0 < X < 1, >,0 such that 
(1.6) 	 11 i (k) I . .m+lX for all X, m >,0, i = 
k=Z
 
cj 
(1.7) 	 1 C1 D.k)-I 1< $ for i = 1,2,.. ,s-i 
j=O k=0 
Notice that (1.7) is str6nger than the assumption in the second part 
of Lemma 1.1. The reasons for these conditions will be discussed at 
the end of this chapter. Fot any admissible equation we can define
 
the following operator T which maps a subset of S into S±
 
(l.8a) T({x(K)}) (0) - x(0), - 1 %\ 
1 ( k D1 (k))Gl (j,x(j))
~j=n+l k=n+l 
- S 
( 1 DS (k).) -1 sGI- ,xij))j-M+l k=n+l 
n n n (l.8b) T({x(K)I}) (11 1 D(n+l) Ds(k))PsX(0)Z+ 1 (k))Gs (j,x(j)) 
k=O 	 j=0 k=j+l
 
n 	 n n 
R D (k)P x(O) + II Dr(k))Gr(J,x(j)) 
k=0 r r j=0 k=j+l 
17
 
for n = 0,1,.... By Lemma 1.1, if {y(n)} e S is in the domain of T
 
and satisfies T({y(n)}) = {y(n)}, then {y(n)J solves (1.3). Hence,
 
the approach to be taken here is to find fixed points of T in CO .
 
This is accomplished with the aid of Schauder's Theorem [1930], in the
 
form: If T is a continuous operator which maps a compact, convex
 
subset of a Banach space into itself, then T has a fixed point in
 
that subset.
 
Again from Dunford and Schwartz 11958], a set M C 0 is condi­
tionally compact if and only if M is bounded and lim x(n) = 0 
n4 
uniformly for all {x(n)} E M. Thus, we consider the general compact,
 
convex subsets of C0 defined in the following way. Let {an be
 
a nonnegative sequence with lim a = 0 and let z(0) E(P. Then
 
__n 
(1.9) M = {{x(n)} e CO I P,(x(0)-z(0) 0 
for j = s,s+l.,r, and IIx(n) 11< an, n 
is evidently compact and convex in 
C0 .
 
Sufficient conditions for the continuity of T are given next.
 
Lemma 1.2. For an admissible equation (1.3) suppose that the
 
domain of the corresponding operator T of (1.8) contains a set
 
M 9 C0 of the form (1.9) with T(M) 9 M. If for each n = 0,1,...,
 
G(n,') is continuous on SCO,a ) and IG(n,x)j a for x E S(0,an),
 
n n 
then T is continuous on M.
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Proof: Let s > 0 and {x(n)I E M with {v(n)} - T({x(n)}). For 
any {z(n)} E M, we have T({z(n)}) - {w(n)) 9 M andfIw(n)1I < a < 
n 2 
for n > n (e) = no. Thus slv(n)-w(n)ll<for n > n0 and any 
{z(n)1 E M. Now, since G(n,.) is continuous, we can choose a 
6 > 0 such that whenever jj{z(n)j-x(n)}lj 61, then 
n n 
<jP(v(n)-z (n))Il - I I1 D.(k)I (1IGi (Jx(J))-Gi(jjz(J)) I ] e 
j=0 k=j+1 
for i = s,...,r; n = O,1,...,n O . Let n,,n I > n. be such that 
II D. (k) I- n for j = 0,l,...,n 0 ; i = and 
k=O
 
- D i "- ill 3.
 
j=n k=0 -

Finally, choose 0 < 62 < 6. such that whenever II{x(n)}-{z(n)1II 62 
~I1(k (k)) ' f6r n > n I , i 1,...,s-1 
and {z(n)} e My' then 
nj JIIk -D(k-)'H1G(j,x(j))-G(jz(J)) 11< L for i = !,2,...,s-i 
j=1 k=O
 
In that case, for i = 1,...,s-1, n = 0,1,...,n O , 
Pi v(n) -w (n)) < D. (k)) (G (Jz(J))-G(J'x (J))) 
j=n+l k=n+l
 
n 
1k=0 -j=n+l k=Q 

nl
 
1( h D.(k8'-IphSCi,z(jt)- Gatxctj)II) + n 
2ne
 j=n+l k=O 
+<a+= C. 
2 2
 
This completes the proof. 
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It remains then-to find a set M .of the form (1.9) with
 
T (M) i M 5 C0. Using norm. estimates on the components of (1.9), 
we see that the existence of a sequence {an} which satisfies the 
following inequalities is sufficient:
 
Co j 
<11 ( 11 Di 11) J IGi (J X(j))I an I i l, . s-, =0 1 ..(H (k)) 1
 
j=n+l k=n+l l
 
n n nI 
1 1 D ik)} Elx(O)I + 1 Ii 1 Dik)II JIG (jx(j)) < a n1, 
k=O j=O k=j+l
 
for i=s,s+l,...,r, n=0,1,..., whenever {x(j)} E M. If we assume
 
that the equation (1.3) is admissible and that for some real
 
sequence {an} with lim an = 0
 
n *­
p GO ) 1<c + c. for j=0,1,...,
IIxI~a jjlXlj J 
where c > 0, a.>,0, then {an} determines a set M with T(M) M
 
provided that {an} satisfies
 
(l.10a) X [( 1 Di(k)) II(c+ca)e < a n+ for i=l,...,s-l; n=0,l,..jn+l--k=n+l
 
(l.10b) a + 1 ~s...,r;-n+la0 aIn-('c+c,)aj *< an+ for t n=0,1,... j=0 
For solving (1.10) we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 1.3. For the system (1.10) suppose {D.(n)}, i=1,...,s-l,
 
satisfy (1.7) and that Cj < c* for j=0,1,.... If
 
(1.11) (ac+ac*+X) < 1 and $(c+c*) < 1 
thentean b a n solves (1.10) where {bn I is defined bynn
 
c+c0=(i()C+n)
 
n nl,,.
 
(1.12) b = (+ -)b a, b 1 n n=1,2 
1A 0 n+l 1 +-(c ))nb 
Furthermore, lrn an= 0 and Rl{a n < (+ac+ac*). If lira c = 0, n nn-*o n-*c 
then R1{aI } A+ ca. 
Proof: An induction argument is used with the inequalities 
aXa 0 +a(c+c0 )a 0 = 6)ab0 -)ct = a IaXab0++(c+c = boaC+- = blaA 
n c+c n 
axn+la+ al n - 3 (c+c.)a aXn+l [ 0 a(l1- )+ x (a)(c+cj)bj]j=0 j=l
 
n+1 n+1
 
ax [bl+ Y 1(-) (c+c.)bj b axa =~anln+1
 
and for i=1,2,...,s-l,
 
11cD(k)) 3~~jbl 
j=n+1 k=n+ll'
 
nlun+l [ b. X3 
jEn+l lxn i b n+l 
njn+1 k0 n+1 
n+la [()(c+c*)] 
 an+1
 
Here we use
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j-1 
11 (ac-ac +X) I if j > n+lk=n+l k
 
b. j
 
bn+l Xn +l
 
-if j 
= n+l
 
For the last part, notice that
 
n
 
* )
b = [1 (1+ C- (c+c ))]b (1+ - (c+c ­
n+l A~ k 1
k=l
 
and so
 
1/n an- n 1/n
 
urn sup an S lim sup [(l+()(c+c*)) b1aA
 
n-*c n-c 
= (A+ac+ac*) 
We are now prepared to give the main result of this section. 
Here I1.1 will refer to the maximum norm on (L P. 
Theorem 1.4. For an admissible difference equation of form
 
(1.3) suppose that
 
(1.13a) (1.6) holds for at least one index, i.e., s-i 7 r,
 
(l.13b) G(n,x) is continuous in x for fixh nT and n=O,1,..., 
(there is a constant c > 0 and a nonnegative real-valued
 
function cn(x), defined for I1xHj n and n=0,1,..., with
 
(1.13c) lim c (x) = 0, c (x) < c*, and
 
n n 
X4O
 
IIG(n,x) Ii < (c+cnx))jjx1 for flxl(1 n 
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If b0 , c, and c* are such that (1.11) holds and ab0 < n, then
 
there is for each y(0) 1 4:P with max IPy(O) II < ab0 a solution 
s<i.<r 
{z(n)} 6 C0 of (1.3) with the properties: 
(1.14a) Pi(z(0)-y(0)) = 0, i=ss+l,...,r, 
(l.14b) R {z(n) I < (+-c) , 
(1.14c) z(n) satisfies (1.4) for i=s,...,r and (1.5) for i=1,2.,.. ,s-l.
 
Proof: Let M be the set
 
{{z (n)} CI z(0) 1 a 0, Pi (z()-y()) = 0, i=s,s+1,...,r, 
I]z(n) 11 < bctn, n >,01 . 
Here lb } and {c } are defined so that limn = 0 and lb I satisfiesnI n n n n 
(1.12) with j-G(nx)j < (c+cn jxjj for ixil <,bn". 
From the discussion above, M is compact and convex, and the
 
operator T whicr corresponds to (1.3) maps M into M continuously.
 
Hence T has a fixed point {z(n)I E M which by Lemma 1.1 solves (1.3).
 
The estimate (1.14b) follows from Lemma 1.3 and the proof is complete. 
Condition (1.6) was chosen so that it holds if D.1 (k) is constant 
with spectral radius less than one or if JjDi(k)I .<di(k) and
 
lia sup di(k) < 1. As for (1.7), notice that if a = 1, then 
k-
b nn a= solves (1.10b) with equality. In that case conditions (1.7) 
and (1.11) guarantee'that" {an solves (l.10a) and is thus a minorant 
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for the solutions of (1.10).
 
Although the sum equation form of a difference equation has been
 
used often, the T-operator (1.8) formulation appears to be new. For
 
the special case in which D(n) is constant, Coffman (1964] has ob­
tained the conclusion of Theorem 1.4 without using the T-operator.
 
His proof uses the Brouwer theorem, and he points out the necessity
 
of applying general fixed point results. Prior to his work, other
 
authors including Perron [1929], Ta Li [1934], and Bellman [1947]
 
have proved conditional stability results for special forms of
 
DCn) under more stringent conditions on the perturbation G. Their
 
approach employs the method of successive approximations. Of
 
interest in this regard is the paper of Panov [1959] in which a
 
successive approximation argument allegedly proves a theorem equi­
valent to Theorem 1.4 for the case in which D is constant. The
 
proof is clearly incorrect. A similar but correct proof for a
 
weaker theorem was given by Bellman [1947]. Finally, an approach
 
analogous to ours for differential equations has been used in special
 
cases by several authors (see Coppel (1965], pp. 80 and 100).
 
We next prove a general result for the case in which G is
 
more restricted. It contains all of the above cited theorems which
 
can be proved by successive approximations, rn that event, our
 
operator T is contractive. The norm used here is the maximum
 
norm on. T p 
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Lemma 1.5. For a constant n > 0 and z(0) E P, define the 
set £ Ss by 
(1.15) M = {{x(n)} s1jjx(n)j <n and. P(x(0)-z(0))= 0 for i=s,s+l....,r. 
Suppose that (1.3) is admissible and that T(M)j_ K. If G satisfies 
(1.16) jG(n,x)-G(n,y)j1 <,ajx-yjf for jjx}}4jyjj < %and n-0,1,... 
where y = max ( 8 5 __a ) < 1 and e > 0, then T is contractive on IA
 
with constant Y , that is, 
iiT{x(n)}-T(y(n)}f!<, jYIx(n)}-{y(n)}II 
whenever {x(n)1,{y(n)} E M.
 
Proof: For {x(n)1',{y(n)1 e M, let {v(n)} = T({x(n)1) and {w(n)}
 
= T({y(n)}). Then for i=l,2,...,s-l,
 
O~j 
liP. wn)-v n))II . X LB iD (k))- JIG ¢j,x(J))-r (jy¢j)) 1 
I ~~j=n ] i.(~~)-.(k=n 1 y)j 
$ sup lkG(j,x(j))-G(jy(j))1 
n< j<w 
. sup P11x-(j)-Y(j)n<j<­
and for i=ss+,... ,r, 
n-i 
j=0 
< 1ax( max e llx(i)-()n)
0< J< n-I.
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Finally, IlwCn)-v(n)I <. (max O (IIfx(n)}1Ir(n)1I). 
The final result can be proved once-a set M with T(M) M 
is found. 
Theorem 1.6. For an admissible equation (1.3); suppose that 
there are constants s,n,8, 6 <n such that (1.16) holds and 
IIG(k,x)ll < 6 for all k and lixif < i. If y = max (OF, ) 1 and 
max C88,6+8 ( ry )) <. r, then for any initial vector zCO) 6 
aX 
with Ijz(0)I < 6, there is exactly one solution {x(n)} of (1.3) 
satisfying Pi (z(0)-x(O)) = 0 for i=s,s+l,...,r and Ix(n)I < n,
 
n=0,1,...
 
Proof: We first show that for the set M of (1.15), TCM) §. N. With
 
fx(n)} E N and {v(n)} -as in Lemma 1.5, we have 
j 
IIPiv-n)ll -< j 11( H i(k))-lljlG(jx(j))jl < O < n, "=l,.... -1 
j=n k=n
 
and
 
n-l 
lIPiv(n)I ,+YItX n-J <-a&+ ,- < , i=s,...,r .
 j=0
 
Thus, T(M) C_ M. Since M is complete, the standard contraction 
mapping theorem yields the existence of a unique fixed point of T 
in M. In fact, the iterative process {xlnA =T({xP(n)}) , 1 = 0,i,... 
converges to this fixed point for any {x (n)} E=M. 
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Section 2. Equations with Constant Matrices
 
In this section and the next we will prove stability proper­
ties for the general equation (1.1) by first transforming it into 
canonical form (1.3) and then applying the results obtained above. 
We begin with a special, form of (1.1) in which the matrices A(n) 
are constant,
 
(1.17) x(n+l) = Ax(n) + F(n,x(n)), n=0,1.... 
- I
Choose S E L(CP) such that SAS = D = '(di) is the Jordan 
form of A with dii = i=l,...,p; di+,i=i =0 or 1, i=l,...,p-l; 
d --0 otherwise. suppose that .X11 > Ij21 > '.> IPj and that 
for some s e (1,...,r}, r , pi the distinct moduli p, of the A. 
satisfy 
> > >(1.18) PI P2 "' > Ps-l > > Ps > ... Pr 
Let D, denote the square diagonal block of dimension p. which
1 3. 
has as diagonal entries all X. of modulus p. and let P. be theJ P.1 
corresponding projection -from C p to Then with the change 
of variables
 
(1.19) y(n) = Sx(n), n = 0,,... 
we obtain an equation in canonical form 
(1.20) y(n+l) = Dy(n) + SF(nSy(n)) - Dy(n) + G(n,y(n)), n=0,, 
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It is clearly admissible whenever (1.18) holds.
 
We are now prepared to prove a theorem for (1.20) and hence,
 
by means of (1.19), for (1.17), and we begin by stating without
 
proof a lema of Coffman [1964:
 
Lemma 1.7. Let {an), {bn1, {c I be nonnegative sequences ofn 

real numbers satisfying the system of inequalities
 
(1.21a) an+1 < an + cn(an+bn), n = 0,1,..­
(1.21b) b > Tbn n = 0,1,... ,
 
where0 < CY< T and lim c = 0. If s > 0 is given, then there exists 
n 
a c* c*(s) > 0 such that whenever a0 < b and 0 < cn $ c*, n-0,1,..,
0 0n
 
we have b > 0 and a < sb for all n.
 
n n n 
If a0n + bn and {n}, {n} are positive sequences for which 
(1.22a) c and -, > a >-- for n N, lim =0,
n nn T n, f 
(1.22b) c I'4n and -- 1, lie 4 = 0n n - nnW n 
a '?'a 
a. a
 
then either b- is defined for all large n and n= 0(0 ) or else
 
b n b n
 
n1 is defined for all large n and = 0(1).
 
a a n
 
n n 
An application of:this and Theorem 1.4 yields a new proof of the
 
following conditional stability result for (1.20) due to Coffman
 
(1964]- Throughout, J1jj will denote the appropriate Z1-norm.
 
Theorem 1.8. For equation (1.20) suppose that D has at least
 
one eigenvalue Xp with Xp I< 1 and that G(n,-) is defined and
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continuous on S = SCO,), 1 > 0, with 
(1.23a) IIG(n,y)II < c*IIyIl for y E s 	 and all n 
(1.23b) lim JI--~)I 0. 
y 0
 
Then, if c* is sufficiently small, for any y E (0,1) there exists 
a 6 = 6(y) E (0,1) such that whenever z E P satisfies 
(1.24) iPs+ 1 Z11 + ... + IPrZl < Y iipszl l and 0 < iIpSzjl< 6 
then 	there exists a solution {y(n)} of (1.20) with the properties
 
(1.25) 	 Pi.(Y(O)-z) = 0 for i = s,...,r
 
1/n
 
(1.26) lim y(n)= 0 and lr Iiy(n) Ii = Ps 
(1.27) 	 {y(n)} satisfies (1.4)/(1.5). 
Furthermore, if y(n) ? 0 for n large and if n ,t aren 

positive majoranti for
 
which satisfy (1.22) with a > max Ps, 'S±), then 
I Ps-I Ps 
II'Piy (n)Il . 
(1.28a) I I--n°()n) for i = ... r 
iIPiY (n)II 
(1.28b) (Ii= O(*) for i =,. s 
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Proof: Let P(a) - diag (a,a,...afl E L(fl ) for a > 0, and 
transform equation (1.20) by performing the change of variables 
(1.29) x(n) = P(a)y(n), n = 0,1,....
 
where a > 0 is for the moment unspecified. The new equation is 
x(n+l) = (P(a)DP(a)- )x(n) + P(a)G(n,P(a)- x(n)) 
(1.30)
 
- Dx(n) + G(n,x(n)), n = 0,1,...
 
whereG(n,x) 	 = P(a)G(n,P(a)-i x) and D = (dij) has dii = xi, 
di+li = aei, and dij = 0 otherwise. The purpose of this transforma­
tion is to reduce lIDI while preserving the properties of G. In 
fact, we have 
- 1(1.31a) i p.+a, 111 .< (pj-a) for a < pj, D. = Pi'
 
(1.331b) IP(a)II -<a, lPCa)-11 < a- P for a .< 1
 
p(1.31c) lIG(n,x)ll .< a IG(n,P(a)- x)JI < ac* FIP(a)-lxll .< c*a 1 - lxii, a < 1, 
for IIPCa)- xII < ri or lixl <aP , a < I 
Ila(n,x) 11
 
(1.3d) lim --- [- - = 0
 
X4QO 
(Ix (n)ln
 
(1.31e) l lx (n) l -Ia ) < ly(n)Jl = IIP(a) x(n)ll < a1 •
 
for a .< 1, n > 0. 
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Accordingly, if we prove the theorem for equation 1.30) with a
 
specific a e (0,I), then the same result follows for C1.20) from
 
(1.29).
 
Choose a E (0,1) so that
 
Ps+a<l, ps_l-a>l, ps+a<aPs-:L-a), 
(1.32)
 
Ps+l+a<,a(Ps-a), a from (1.22)
 
£++m
 
<
Then (1.30) is an admissible equation with H Eii (Ps+a )
 
k=£ 
-for i = s,...,r, and 

~IP1' 5-)1 11 <1i j=0 k=0 j=0 %-1 
for i = 1,... ,s-1., From this and (1.31) it is clear that Theorem
 
1.4 applies to (1.30). The conclusion is that for IlPix(o)Il
 
i = s,... ,r, and a -Pc* sufficiently small, there is a solution 
1/n 
{x(n)} of (1.30) with lim x(n) = 0 and lir sup Ilx(n)I < p +a. 
- n fl 
We have used here the equivalency of all 0P-norms. 
We next apply Lemma 1.7 to show that, under additional assump­
s-l 
tions on x(O), (1.26) and (1.28) hold. Let jIP'xlI = X IPiixill, 
11P,,xll I [lPixIL, and n= sup.{I-fl-) 0 , 11Xlr < IIx(n)II 
Ns+l 1 
for {x(n)1 to be defined. A solution of (1.30) satisfies
 
(1.33a) -jlPjx(n+liflf (ps++a) jjP1 1 x(n)11 + ;jix(n)ll 
(1.33b) 11 I)x(n+1)ll- >'(P-a) 11 I -;nil( +P (P x (n) x(n)l 
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Furthermore, cn < a n, and from Lemma 1.7 we have that if 
11 1x (0)11 < clipr Z(0)iI <16£(+ Ii(P)X (0)11 
and lix(0)11 , a are sufficiently small, then II(P.+P.)x(n)lI > 0 
and 
11I11xn)II 
(1.34) I(Ps+x(n) = O(aI-Pn) 
- 0(4 
On the other hand, for this solution we also have
 
(1.35a) II(Pii+P)x(n+l)Il1 <-(Ps+a) II(PI+Ps)x(n)ll + cn X(n)l1 
(1.3Sb) 1iPTx(n+1)111 >'(Psl-a) lII anlixx(n)II- nCr1 
From Lemma 1.7 either
 
I(Ps+PII)x(n)ll1
(1.36) I x (n)11 0(,)
 
or
 
3711 x(n)Ill 
(1.37) Jl(rs+r11 )x(n)II oC) 
If (1.36) were true, then we would have 
ilp x(n+1 )11l II1T +rS x(n1inll
 
IIPIX(n)ll >. ) n ­aXsl-a-a1,
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for n sufficiently large and ln flPIx(n) 1 = . Hence (1.37) 
.holds -and combined- with (1.32-) -­yields (1.28)- To-prove --1.26-) 
let y > 0-be given and choose a norm 1ijl- such that IlIJI. ! (ps+ 
since lir x(n) = 0 and (1.31c), (1.28) hold, we can,find nO > 0 such 
that II(n,x(n))l < lPsx(n)I, for all n > n0 . Then we have 
lipsx (n+l)l . s1Bell Gs (n,xCn))JlJII Y ps x (n)I Y+ 
iPsx (n)IIj< +Y) 11 for n >n 
similarly we obtain lIPsx(n+l)llY > (Ps-Y)IIPsx(n)llY for n large
 
and pa 0, by means of the estimates
 
lipsx (n)II < IDs-llpPsx (n+l)iI + ID5- 111yJI% (n,x(n)) ly 
and l1-111 1 ( - + y') for an-appropriate y' > 0. Since y > 0s Y 
 Ps
 
is arbitrary in both cases, we have
 
1/n 1/n
 
lir lIPsx(n)IIT lir IIpsx(n)1I p. 
and with (1.28) the proof is finished. 
Notice that Lemma 1.7 was used only to obtain initial values 
1/n 
such that limlIy(n) I p and (1.28) hold. 
For completing the discussion of this conditional stability
 
result, we use a simple transformation to prove the following corollary,
 
also given by Coffman [1964]. Some credit is due to Panov [1964] for
 
concluding essentially these results, but from those of Panov [1959],
 
which, as mentioned, are based on erroneous proofs.
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Corollary 1.9. The results of Theorem 1.8 bold when any index
 
> s replaces s, i.e., for any pt < 1. Also, the assumption that 
PS- > 1 may be weakened to ps-i > 1 in (1.18). 
For the proof choose p such.that pp9 < 1, pp-l > 1, and p > 1, 
and make the substitution z(n) = pny(n). Equation (1.20) becomes 
z(n+l) = (pD)z(n) +pn+ G(n, 	iz(n)), n=0,1,... 
p 
and Theorem 1.8 applies. The largest p. < 1 is pp so that we have 
1/n 1/n 1/n 
{z(n)} with limjjz(n)II pp But 112z(n) 11 pljy(n)j For.1 
the second part simply use the same substitution with p > i, pp< 1. 
Perron [19291 proved this result under the more stringent condi­
tions (1.16) on G. However, the following partial converse is due 
to him. It was reproved by Coffman [1964] using Lemmi 1.7 and an 
argument similar to that found at the end of the proof of Theorem 1.8. 
Theorem 1.10. Suppose that D and G satisfy the conditions
 
of Theorem 1.8. if y(n) is any solution of (1.20) which satisfies
 
lin y(n) = 0, y(n) 3 0, then 
1/n 
(1.38) 	 limjiy(n) = p 
Piy(n) Ill 	 forj 
We finish this. section with two special cases of (1.20) which 
are of particular interest. The first is for p (D) = p (A) < 1 and the 
second for diagonal D. 
for some p . 1, and f1 = o (IIPty(n) Hl) 
If p(A) < 1, then the {0} solution of (1.17), under conditions
 
(1.23) on the perturbation, is clearly asymptotically stable and
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stable. Notice however that no existence proof is required, so
 
that F need not be continuous. This result was proved by Perror
 
[1929, Theorems 5, 7, 11 in the following-form.
 
Theorem 1.11. For equation (1.17) suppose (1.23) holds for
 
and that ptA) < 1. Then {0} is stable and asymptotically stable.
 
In that case, whenever {y(n)} solves (1.1) and lim y(n) = 0, 
nec' 
y(n) # 0, then 
1/n 
lir jjy(n)fj = Ix < p (A) 
n.+ , 
for some eigenvalue X of A. On the other hand, if P(A) > 1,
 
then {0} is unstable.
 
We remark here that Perron was apparently unaware of the Jordan 
form and used the Schur transformation to lower triangular form. 
Then by employing the similarity transformation with matrix P (a), 
a > 0, as given above, he obtained a matrix whose diagonal elements 
were the eigenvalues of A and whose off-diagonal components were of 
order a, and hence could be made small. A similar approach was 
taken by Perron's student Ta Li for the variable matrix equation to 
be seen in Section 3. 
The second special case occurs when D = diag (dP,...,d). it 
is of historfcal interest because it contains the well-known Poincar&-
Perron difference equation of order p, 
(1.39) a + b (n)a +.. +b (n)a = 
a a 0, n=0,l,...n~p1 d-pl n 
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where a.,21 Z , ir i = bi E and the roots of the 
n+W 
"characteristic equation" zp + b + .. + + bp
 
have distinct moduli. The first studies of perturbed linear equations
 
began here.
 
For this case we have a statement about the Q-convergence rate.
 
Phrased in the context of Theorem 1.8, the following general result
 
arises.
 
Corollary 1.12. Assume that all of the hypotheses of Theorem 1.8 
hold and that {y(n)} is a solution of (1.20) satisfying (1.26), (1.27) 
and (1.28). Then, if Psy(n) $ 0, there is a constant 8 such that 
IPP(a) y(nl+)11 (1.40) Ps- - n <"11ii~~l( PsI +, + anI 
for all n sufficiently large and a > 0 small enough. In particular,
 
if Ds is a diagonal matrix, then
 
(1.41) ly(n)ll P= + 0() as n+ , 
or 
Q({y(n)},0) = ps 
Proof In view of the inequalities 
(p-a) IIPrs P(a)y(nlll 
-<. (P) P(a)y(n)l 
lIP(a)y(n+)1Hp 1 <, (ps+a)f}P.P~a)ytn)ji 1 
+ 4(n)1PsP(a)z(n)lf1 
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(1.40) follows directly from (1.28). If D is diagonal, the
s 
above estimates hold, with P(a) and a omitted, yielding (1.41).
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Section 3. Equations with Variable Matrices 
In this section we consider the more difficult general equation
 
(1.1) with variable A(n). Of course, if lim A(n) = A or'IIA(n)-AI[ 
nt 
is sufficiently small, then the results of Section 2 can be applied
 
to
 
y(n+l) = Ay(n) + ((A(n)-A)y(n)+F(n,y(n)J, n=0,1,.... 
However, we will give an analysis which does not require such
 
assumptions.
 
Again we apply a change of variables to transform (1.1) into
 
canonical form. The resulting equation will be
 
(1.42) 	 y(n+l) = D(n)y(n) + [L(n)y(n)+H(n,y(n))1, n=0l,... 
where D(n) = diag (d (n),...,d (n)), L(n) is strictly lower triangu
 
and H has the properties of F. In.applying the results of Section
 
1, we consider each dj(n) as a diagonal block D. (n), i=l,....,p, and
2. 	 1 
obtain the condition for admissibility (1.6)/(1.7) in terms of these 
scalars, i.e., there exist constants a > , 0 ,< X < 1, 8 > 0 such 
that for some s {l,.. . 
+m 	 +1
 
(1.43) 	 n Idi (k)j < aX for all m,Z > 0; i=s,s+l,...,p
 
k=%
 
n j 1 
(1.44) 10 ( d(1 0 for n=O,1,...; i=l,2,...,s-i
1j=O k=0 
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The existence of a transformation of (1.1) into (1.42) which
 
preserves the norm of y(n) and the required properties of F is
 
guaranteed by the following lemma due to Ta Li [1934].
 
Lemma 1.13. For any sequence of matrices {A(n)} from L( P)
 
there exists a sequence of unitary matrices {U(n)J in L(CP) such
 
that
 
U(n+l)A(n)U(n)-1 D(n) + L(n), n=cO,l... 
is lower triangular. If all A(n) are real, then U(n) can be
 
chosen real.
 
The change of variables
 
(1.45: y(n) = U(n)x(n), n=O,,... 
applied to (1.1) yields
 
(1.46) y(n+l) = D(n)y(n) + [L(n)y(n)+U(n+l)F(n,U(n)-ly(n))] 
Q(n)y(n) + L(n)y(n) + H(ny(n)), n=0,l,... 
and
 
llY(n) 112 12'lnj -112 a­lxn l, 2 =n 
We first prove a conditional stability result for (1.42) which extends 
a theorem of,Ta Li [1934] by weakening the assumptions on 
(1.47) G(n,y) - L(n)y + H(n,y) 
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from (1.16) to (1.48). Th Li used the contractive property of the
 
perturbation in a successive approximation argument as discussed in
 
Theorem 1.6.
 
Theorem 1.14. Suppose that (1.42) is an admissible equation 
(i.e., (1.43)/(1.44) hold) with s < p. Assume further that there 
are constants c,c*,n > 0 such that 
(1. 48a) JIL (n)l11< c, n=0, 1,.. 
<(1.48b) H'(n,y) is continuous in y for IIyll n and n=O,l,... 
(1.48c) IIH(n,y)lll < c*ljyjlI for Ilyll I < n, n=0,1,..., and 
lim L-H~flIK = 0
 
n, 11y"
 
Then, if z(O) C IP and lPiz(O) I i=s,s+l,...,p, c* are sufficiently 
small, there is a solution {y(n)} of (1.42) with the properties 
(1.49a) Pi (y(O)-z(O)) 0, i=s,...,p 
(1.49b) lim y(n) = 0 
n 
1/n
 
(1.49c) lim sup Ily(n)II . + o(Ily(o)II) as Ily(0)II 0
 
(1.49d) {y(n)j satisfies (1.4), (1.5)
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proof: Introduce the change of variable x(n) = P(a)y(n), n=O,1,..., 
a > 0, as in the proof of Theorem 1.8. Then (1.42) becomes 
(1.50) x(n+l) = D(n)x(n) + (P(a)L(n)P(a)l)x(n) 
-1 
+ P(a)(H(n,P(a) x n))), n=0,1,..., 
and now CP(a)L~n)P(a) )., is a (T~n)) for i > j and 0 other­
wise. Thus,
 
IIP(a)L(n)P(a)- Ix + P(a)H(n,P(a)-ix)lll < (ac+c*a1-P) lXIl 
for.IP(a)-lx1l < T, a < 1, and 
lrn P(a)H(nP(a)- x) =0llxi 
n w
 
x-*0
 
Applying Theorem 1.4, we obtain the conclusion that for
 
IPix(0)1 , i=s,...,p, ac, and a -Pc* sufficiently small, a> 0 fixed,
 
a solution {x(n)} of (1.3) exists, converges to 0, and satisfies
 
i/n . 
lim sup Ijx(n)i 1 < (X+ac), as well as (1.4), (1.5). From the inverse 
transformation y(r) = P (a)-x (n), the theorem is proved. 
We remark at this time that a more comprehensive result for this 
equation (1.42) which gives exact componentwise convergence behavior 
as in Theorem 1.8 and Corollary 1.9, is possible and can be proved 
using arguments analogous to those for the constant matrix case. 
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To apply this result for (1.1), we must find conditions on
 
A(n) which guarantee that D(n) = (di(n)) satisfies (1.43), (1.44). 
The following lemma, also due to Ta Li [1934], will enable us to 
give a general theorem. The idea here is to use an auxiliary non­
homogeneous linear equation to determine the properties of D(n) 
from those of A(n).
 
Lemma 1.15. For a sequence of matrices {A(n)} from L(CP)
 
consider the difference equation
 
(1.51) y(n+l) = A(n)y(n) + w(n), n = 0,1. 
If A(n) is uniformly bounded and if (1.51) has at least one bounded
 
solution for each bounded sequence {e(n)} E S, then after a trans­
formation by unitary operators U(n) from Lemma 1.13, the matrix
 
-
(D(n)+L(n)) = U(n+l)A(n)U(n) I has diagonal entries d. (n) each of
 
which satisfies exactly one of the following conditions:
 
n n 
(1.52) Y (II Idi(k)) is bounded in n 
9=0 k=z 
k. 
 1
 
(1.53) =n-d(k) exists and is bounded for each n
 
In fact, the general bounded solution {y(n)} of (1.51) has the
 
property that y(0) may be chosen from a q-parameter family where q
 
is the number of indices i for which (1.52) holds.
 
As a final preparation for the main theorem we quote a theorem
 
due to Hahn [1958] which relates condition (1.52) with (1.43).
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Lemma 1.16. Let {a be a sequence of complex numbers such 
that either a. $ 0 for all j or the number of nonzero a.'s 
between any two consecutive a. 's which are zero is bounded. Then 
the sequence 
n n 
b X( Isk1)
i=0 k=Z 
is bounded if and only if there exist real numbers a 1, 0 < A < 1
 
such that
 
+m
 
' kR a]jI < m+l for all £,m > 0 
Hahn proved this result for the case in which all an are
 
nonzero. However, the above statement follows easily from his proof.
 
We can now prove the general theorem. It extends a result of Ta
 
Li [1934] by weakening the conditions on both A(n) and F.
 
Theorem 1.17. For equation (1.1) suppose A(n) is uniformly
 
bounded and F is defined and continuous in y for each n and
 
I1JI U, n > 0. Assume that the auxiliary equation (1.51) has at 
least one bounded solution for each bounded sequence {f(n)} E S and
 
that the linear equation
 
(1.54) y(n+l) = A(n)y(n), n = 0,1,... 
has exactly a q-dimensional manifold of vectors y(O) which initiate
 
bounded solutions. If F satisfies the conditions
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(l. 	 IIF(n,y)il 0,..55a) 	 < c*JlylI for Ilyll < n, n 
(1.55b) 	 iim I 0 
y40 
for c* sufficiently small and if the number of nonsingular
 
matrices A(n) between any two consecutive singular A(n) 's is
 
bounded, then there is a q-parameter family of vectors y(0) which
 
when sufficiently small initiates solutions {y(n)} of (1.1) which
 
converge to 0.
 
Proof: Apply the unitary change of variables (1.45) to each equation
 
(1.1), (1.51), (1.54) to obtain
 
(1.1)' y(n+l) = (D(n)+L(n))y(n) + H(n,y(n)) 
(1.51)' y(n+l) = (Dti)+L(n))y(n) + U(n+l)w(n) 
(1.54)1 y(n+l) = (D(n)+L(n))y(n) 
From Lemma 1.125, the components d. (n) of D(n) each satisfy one of
 
(1.52), (1.53), and from Lemma 1.16, (1.52) is equivalent to (1.43).
 
Next, the assumption about the solutions of (1.54) and hence those
 
of (1.54)1 implies that (1.43) holds for exactly q indices and
 
(1.53) for exactly (p-q). Thus, the hypotheses of Theorem 1.14 are 
satisfied for equation (1.1)'. Finally, since jly(n)j1 2 = IIU(n)x(n)JI 2 
= Ijx(n)112 , the conclusions of Theorem 1.14 hold for the original 
equation (1.1) and the proof is complete.
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As at the end of Section 2, we will briefly discuss the case of 
total stability of the trivial solution of (1.1). For brevity, we 
use 	the term stable to include asymptotically stable. 
For the basic theorem the assumptions ari 
(1.56) 	 there exist constants a > 1, 0 \ c 1 such that
 
k+Z
 
11 A(j)jj <$a for all k, Y, > 0Q 
j=k 
(1.57) 	 is bounded for all n > 0 and Jly-fJ . n,n > 0 
(1.58) for 	c* , there exist n2 > 0, no > 0 such that 
IIF(n,y)lt < c*jylf for all -< 2 , n > no 
Notice that (1.57), (1.58) is a weaker restriction on F than that
 
of Theorem 1.14 or 1.17. The reason for this is that we do not have
 
to prove existence of specific starting vectors y(0), and so F need
 
not even be continuous. The condition (1.56) will be discussed in
 
the Appendix.
 
The theorem can then be stated as follows:
 
Theorem 1.18. For equation (1.1) suppose A(n), F satisfy
 
conditions (1.56), (1.57), and (1.58). Then the trivial solution is 
stable. 
Proof: First consider (1.1) for n > n0 . Nont estimates give 
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Iiy(n+l)II < aA"ln- IIY(nI0) + I axnkc*I1y(k)II,
 
k=n 0
 
<for n = nn0 +1,...; lJY(k )II n2 
Referring to Lemma 1.3, we see that Ijy(n)I is bounded by a sequence
n-no I=nn-I-0 
a n = bn a where ab =Y(n0)JI, b = (1+ *-)abn 
b = (+ - )bn for n > n0+1. Since X+ac*<l, im a = 0 and 
nn n 
in fact R a } < (A+ac*). Hence there is a constant n3 such that 
if lly(n 0 )II < T3' then IIy(n)I < p 2 for n > no. From .(1.57) we have 
a constant c >,0 such that for IIy(n)jj n 
liy(n+l) < IIA(n)IIIIy(n)II + IF(n,y(n))Il < (c+c)lly(n)I n=0,l,... 
Thus, if IIy(0)I < max( 3 ,l)/(+c) , then I1y(n 0 )I < r3 . 
This result appears to be new but is closely related to the
 
following theorem of Hahn [1958]:
 
Corollary 1.19. If the trivial solution of the linear equation
 
(1.59) y(n+l) = A(n)y(n), n = 0,1,... 
is exponentially stable, then so is the trivial solution of (1.1)
 
provided that
 
<(1.60) IIF(n,y)ll < c*jjylj, for fIYll n, n > no 
with c* sufficiently small, and IjJ is bounded for n % 0,
 
Proof: From the condition on (1.59) we have the existence of
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constants a,B,s > 0 such that for any nI > 0, Ily(nl)II < " fimplies 
0 ( n - nly(n)I < lIY(nlIe - for n > nI But. 
n-i
 
jly(n)j = 1i( H' A(j))y(nI)II
j=n, 
and since
 
n-i n-i
 
j=n IIfl j=n1
 
for some x 3 0, we have for y(n1 )
 
~ 
-ly(n) I= 1 n-i A(j)II IJC-J$t<I a-IIy(nl)e 
jn
 
or 
)n- n-n 
III,$" A <(e ,for any n > nI > 0 
J=n1 
-
But this is exactly (1.56) with e . From Theorem 1.18 and its
 
proof we know that for c* < a _ and y(nI) sufficiently small, the 
solution fy(n)1 of (1.1) satisfies.jy(n)I < Ily(n 1 )IIyAl where 
y > 0, 0 < A < 1 ire constants independent of nl,n. This completes 
the proof. 
In the appendix we discuss sufficient conditions for (1.1) to be 
admissible, in particular (1.56). 
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pdx. Conditions for Admissibility in the Total Stability Case
 
The purpose of this addition to Chapter 1 is to discuss and give
 
sufficient conditions for (1.56),which yields admissibility for the 
total stability case. Recall that in Section 2 we assumed P(A) < 1, 
while for the variable coefficient problem of Section 3 we supposed 
that D(n) satisfied (1.43) and L(n) was bounded. Each implies 
(1.56). On the other hand , from the expansion of (1.1),
 
n n n 
y(n+l) = ( ]TA(j))y(0) + I C f A(j))F(k,y(k)), n=0,1,... 
j=O k=o j=k 
n n 
it is apparent that the condition that 111H A(j)II is bounded is 
k=O j=k 
reasonable for total stability. But this condition and Lemma 1.16
 
yield (1.56) in the case that A(n) is nonsingular for all n.
 
Because (1.56) seems to be so crucial, we should give some condi­
tions for it which can be verified. For the two conditions men­
tioned above one is simple and the other uncheckable. The following
 
lemma can be verified by a close examination of the proof of a
 
result of Smith [1966, Theorem 4].
 
Lemma 1.20. Let {A(n) I be a bounded sequence of matrices from 
L(cE p ) with lim sup p(A(n)) < 1. Then there exists an E > 0 such 
n­
that lim sup IIA(n+l)-A(n)ll < s implies (1.56).
 
nfl4
 
In fact, if there exists an n0 0 and $,6 > 0 such that
 
(1.61) IA(n)112 $< and p(A(n)) < 1-6 for all n , no and ,6 > 0 
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- I ) then s can be chosen to be (pWnKp(p-6)-iw])-'(K(p-d)] 1 n(p(p-6)
-P) 1 1 2 where W = (1+B)p-1 (E(p-1)] 1 .
 
It is interesting to note here that although Smith actually needed
 
this result to prove a corollary equivalent to Corollary 1.19, he
 
did not state it, and the corollary, based on a theorem of Hahn, was 
in fact not proved.
 
We state without proof a second lemma which follows from several 
estimates made by Smith and appears to be new. 
Lemma 1.21. For the sequence of matrices {A(n)1,suppose there is
 
another matrix A E L( Tp ) with p(A) < 1 and such that 
(1+ 1 1) 1, -I ,1
Aij)2lim sup IIA(n)-A12 < -1-
2 
n- 11 < pe (1+1jA11 2 )2p­
where Xi are the' eigenvalues of A in order of decreasing modulus 
and a is the Euler number. Then (1.56) holds. 
As a final remark, we point out that even the problem of finding 
n 
sufficient conditions,on {A n)) such that I11A(j)jj converges to 0 
j=O
is nontrivial and that counterexamples can be given to show that (1.61) 
is not sufficient (see Smith [1966]).
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Chapter 2-

Convergence of Iterative Processes: Direct Local Approach
 
We return now to the iterative process (I-1) and consider first
 
its stationary form:
 
(2.1) x(n+l) = G(x(n)), n = 0,i.... 
The expansion (1-2) leads to
 
(2.2) y(n+l) = Ay(n) + F(y(n)), n = 0,1,... 
where
 
(2.3) y(n) = x(n) - x* 6 X, G' (x*) = A E L(X) 
and, under the assumption that G is F-differentiable at x*,
 
(2.4) F(y) = o(lIyI as j1yjl 0 
It was Ostrowski [1966] who first used the form (2.2) to prove 
local convergence results for (2.1). 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose G: E C X + X has a fixed point x* e int (E) 
at which G isF-differentiable. If p - p(G'(x*)) <1 , then x* is 
apoint of attraction of (2.1) and Rl {,x*} < p. If p > 1, then 
x* is a point of repulsion for (2.1), i.e., there is a ball S(x*) 
about x* and a solid cone L with vertex x*, such that if 
X(0) E S(x*) f L, then some x(n) = x* or else some x(n) 4 S(x*). 
Ostrowski's proof used (1-2) and the following matrix product 
theorem. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let A E L(X) and e > 0. Then there exist positive 
constants T1= tl(e,A), a C(s,A) such that when U. E L(X) and 
IuJI < rj for i = 1,2,...., then 
n 
(2.5) 1i t (A+U.)l < a(p(A)+)n, n = 1,2.... 
If p(A) > 1 + a and a > 0, then there is a constant 6 = &(A,) > 0 
such that, when Ui E L(X) and luill < 6, i = 1,2,..., then the product
 
n
 
R (A+U.) diverges.
 
i=l
 
Both of these theorems are direct results of Theorem 1.11 due to
 
Perron [1929]. For the matrix products, notice that
 
n 1 nIn)
1I (A+Ui)Il = sup II (A+Ui)YTII= su l1)' n = 1,2, ... i~ l~ i= 1 y (i) 0 ()
 
yeX y(1)cX
 
where {y(n)} is the solution of the difference equation
 
(2.6) y(n+l) = (A+Un)y(n), n = 1,2..... 
Under stronger assumptions on G, Ortega and Rockoff [1966] proved
 
the following theorem which gives the exact asymptotic rate of conver­
gence.
 
Theorem 2.3. Let G: E S X + X have a fixed point x* 6 int (E) 
at which G is F-differentiable and p - p (G' (x*)) < 1. Suppose fur­
ther that there exist a neighborhood E0 of x* in E and constants 
c,e > 0 such'that 
(2.7) IIx-Gx*GI (x*) (x-x*)A < cIlx-x*lIl+ for all x 6 B0 
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Then x* *is a point of attraction for (2.1). Furthermore, if
 
p > 0, for any sequence of iterates fx(n)} with lim x(n) = x*,
 
n
 
there is a constant r' such that
 
(2.8a) 1ix(n)-x*l - nn rn, n = 0,1,... 
and for some sequence of iterates {x(n)} there is a constant
 
e > 0 with
 
(2.8b) llx(n)-x*i en% pn,1,. 
Here (j 0 +l) is the dimension of the largest Jordan block in the Jordan 
form of G'(x*) associated with an eigenvalue of modulus P. 
The authors of this theorem have noted that if (2.7) is weakened 
to the assumption that G is F-differentiable, then (2.8) need not 
hold, but that Coffman's theorem [1964] (see Theorem 1.8) can be used 
to show that
 
(2.R) 0R (a x*) = P
 
still holds. A direct proof based on Coffman's proof can be found in
 
Ortega and Rheitboldt [1970a].
 
All of the above results are contained in the following general
 
theorem. It is an application of the stability theory for difference
 
equations with constant matrices, namely, Theorem 1.8, which is
 
essentially due to Coffman [1964J.
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Theorem 2.4. Let GS E G X - X have a fixed point x* E int (E) 
at which G is F-differentiable. If p(G' (x*).) < 1, then x* is 
a point of attraction of (2.1).. In fact, if G' (x*) has Jordan form 
D with blocks D.11 of dimension e. associated with eigenvalues of 
modulus P, , = l,...,r, respectively, and if 1 > p1 > ... > pr, 
then for each s with 1 .<s < r there is an es -dimensional manifold 
of initial values x(O) for which the solution {x(n)} of (2.1) satis­
fies 
(2.10) 	 R {x(n)} = ps lir x(n) = x*
 
n 
 n
 
2(2.1la) Ps(x(n+l)-x*) = P (x(O)-x*) + 0(1D sF (xU ))jj) 
(2.1b) pi(x(n+i)-x*) =o (IPs Cx(n+l)x*II), as n- ", for i 4 s 
where F(x) =-Gx - Gx* - G' (x*) (x-x*) and F = P F. On the other hand, 
s s 
any sequence of iterates which converges to x* satisfies
 
(2.12) R.{x(n)} = p. for some j or R {x(n)} 0 
and
 
(2.13) P (x(n+l)-x*)= D.n+1nr.i(x(0)-x*) + beI( 1 Dn-F.x (j)), for all i. 
1 	 1=0 1 1
 
To see how the estimates (2.8) are obtained under conditions
 
(2.7) on G, consider the fo-lowing result.
 
Corollary 2.5. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4,
 
assume that for some-ps 0 there is an isotone function * such that 
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for sufficiently small IIx-x*Il, the critical components of F, 
Fs = PsF, satisfy
 
(2.14) IFsxll < (Ix-lx*II) 
-
Suppose further that for some constants a > 0, 8 > 0 with 
ps-a>0, s+ <l, we have 
j )(2.15) 	 ((ps+) < - for any y > 0
 
j=O(ps- a)
 
Then for any iterates {x(n)1 satisfying (2.10), (2.11) for this s
 
we have
 
- =
(2.16) 	 P (x(n+l) x*) Dn+lP (x(°)-x*) + o(IIDn+l ) as n 
= 
If Ps 0, there is an integer n1 > 0 such that
 
n 
(2.17) 	 P (x(n+l)-x*) = 0( [ Dn-JF(x(j))II) as n + 
s 	 j =n-nl 
Proof: Since ps > 0, for any small a > 0, there is a norm ]"ia 
for which i1Dsl11, < a Since (2.10) holds, we can choose'sPs­
nO,'0 > 1 such that IIx(n)-x*lI < (p+g) n for n >. n0 and S n 
Ilx (n) -x*ll Y for-n Then from (2.15)yo(ps+) < no . 
1+n 	 + n1 CT P + l 
Dn- 3F Cx(j))ll <-ID Ila ll,]I (Sytps+ )Ixs s Ia 5 a 5 0 j=0 	 j=0
 
$. Il for n = 0,1,... 
where 6-	is constant and s,6 are equivalency constants for the norms
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1111 IIL. (2.17) is clear. 
= 
In the case of Theorem 2.3, we have 4(Ix-x*ii) c1Ix-x*IP' from 
(2.7). But then condition (2.15) holds and according to (2.16) there
 
is a sequence of iterates {x(n)} satisfying (2.16) [or (2.17) if
 
Ps = 0], which is equivalent to (2.8-) for Ps = Pr = p . 
As an illustration of the application of Theorem 2.4, we consider
 
the well-known Newton process for solving Fx = 0. For the sake of
 
completeness we recall first the standard attraction theorem for
 
which F (x*) is nonsingular. In Theorem 2.7 we then prove a new
 
result for the case when F' (x*) is singular.
 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose F: D g X + Y is continuously F-differentiable 
in the open set D. If Fx* = 0 for some x* E D and F'(x*) is non­
singular, then x* is a point of attraction of Newton's method
 
(2.18) x(n+l) = x(n) - F'(x(n).)- Fx(n), n Ol,... 
and OR k,x*) > 1. 
Proof: Here Gx =x - F' (X)- Fx for x C D whenever F'(4 -1 exists. 
-Since F' (x) is continuous in D and F' (x*) I exists, there is a 
ball S C D containing x* in which F' (x) exists. Then 
tlGx-Gx*I = lljxx*-Fl (x)-lFxj,< I]F' (-x)lJjjFx-Fx*-F' (x)(x-x*) I1 
= o(jjx-x*jj) for x C S as x + x* 
Hence G is F-differentiable at x* with G' (x*) = 0. An application 
-of The6rem 2.4 'cdmp5letes the proof. 
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For a case in which Ft(x*) is singular we have the following
 
theorem which corrects a result of Rall (1966]. The crucial point
 
of the proof involves showing that G'(x*) exists and has eigenvalues
 
! 
0 and --
Theorem 2.7. For the function Fr'D C X Y with D open, 
suppose the following conditions hold: 
(2.19a) 	 F is twice differentiable on D and F"(x) is continuous
 
with modulus of continuity wl(r);
 
(2.19b) 	 Fx = 0 has a solution x* E D;
 
(2.19c) 	 F' (x) is nonsingular in a deleted neighborhood S of
 
X* (i.e., x* J S), and S c D;
 
(2.19d) 	 if N1 denotes the null manifold of F' (x*), then there is 
a constant K such that for any m C N1 and any x e X, the 
inequality
 
1IIF11 (x*),n 	11>-Y 11I' m1 
holds.
 
Then x* 	is a point of attraction for Newton's method (2.18). In
 
fact, if 	X1 is a complementary summand for N1 in X (X1 9 N1 = X)
 
and P I, PX are the corresponding projections of X onto X1 , N1
 
N1 
 1
 
respectively, [i.e., if m E Ni, y e X,, then P N (m+y) = m, PX (m+y)=y],
 
1 	 1 
then PX 	(Xn-X*) converges to 0 superlinearly while PNl(xn -x*) con­
2verges to 0 with R " If~l(6)1 < constant (6) , y > 0, then 
n2 
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Px (xn-x*) converges and R(i+y ) < 1. Finally, for Gx E x-F' (x)-Fx, 
we have 
1 
(2.20) G'(x*) = 2PN1 
Proof: Choose a nonsingular matrix T such that TF' (*) (X) = X 
But the process (2.18) for TF(x) is identical with that for F(x): 
n+=xn !1 f n)=x- F'(Xn)-r =Xfl- (TFT '(xn ))-TF(xn
Also TFx = 0 if and only if Fx 0. Hence, from the start we can 
simply assume that F' (x*) (X) X1 . 
For x* p x G S, let Rx ='(x)(X and Sx = F' (x) (NI ), and let 
PR P S be the corresponding projections of X onto Rx , Sx . Now 
x x 
Rx 0 Sx X, for if z cR x and and z E S , then z = F,'(X~y 1 
= F' (x)m1 for Yl e XI% m, E N1. 'HenceYl= m1 = 0, and so z = 0. 
Consider the expansions for x c S. 
(2.21) F' = Fx' + F' (x*) (x-*) + P"(*) (* - 2 + 0W±(Illx-x*I)IIx-x* 112)
2 
(2.22) Fx* = Fx - F' (X) (x-x*) + (x-x*) + O(o (Ilxx*2 1 I)~ 2 
(2.23) F' Wx= F' (X*)'+ F'"(x*) (x-x*l + o@(W14!x-x*§)I*xx*II) 
(2.24) F, (x*) = F, (x) + F"(x) (x*-) + O(WjIJ-x*l)lIx* l) 
Then, if y e X2. and x r 'S, from (2.23) 
F' (xy = (*)y + F"(x*) ( *)y + 0(tIjJjx-x*J)l -Sx*jjJylj) 
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This implies the existence of constants K1 > 0, > 0 for which
 
whenever IIx-x*ll <, 61 - I K I is independent of x,y. 
Immediately from (2.25) 
(2.26) Vl Sjr <.11 for all r e R and lix-x*ll < 61 r 0. 
For m G N1 , x c S we have again from (2.23): 
FP(x)m F, (x*)m + + O(wF"(x*) (x-x*)m 1(]Ixx*I)lx-x*Ilil1, 
Since V (x*)m = 0, we have the existence of constants K2'2 > 0,
 
62 < 61, for which
 
jIj'(x)m l>,i211x-x*llllmll for llx-x* < %2'm E N1 
Here we have used (2.19) and can write
 
(2.27) IIF' ( )15l 1 1 for lIx-x*i 2, 
IISII K.iix- l o x2' s E s ,'s760 
Notice that (2.26) and (2.27) more or less describe how 'fast" F' (x)
 
becomes singular as x tends to x*. With the special case in which
 
F is scalar-valued in mind, we might say that F has a root of
 
multiplicity two at x*.
 
-Nextdefine Gx E x - F' (x)-iFX for x e S and Gx* by lira Gx. 
xes
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Now this limit exists and equals x* as can be seen from the
 
following:
 
F'(x) Fx = F'(x)-1[F (x*)(x-x*)+w2 (x)] 
= F'(x) [F'(x*)(PN +PX )(rx*)+s 2 (x)]
 
= r,( xpt(r*)Px 	(x-x*) '+ F' W x) 
for x C S where w2(x) = o(llx-x*ll2) as in (2.21). Referring to
 
(2.26) and (2.27) we have F' (x)-1 11 for 11 .x*l<6; 
and so with (2.25), 
[I,X)--F1 f 1 JjF' (r*)rX Cr-s*l K4115-Xl <T 
1 + K*)l KjI1!xCx~l 

for 1Ix-xI*l < 62t x e S, K5 constant. Thus, if we let Gx* a x*, 
then G is continubus in S Q {x*}. 
Consider an alternate estimate of F'(x)-IFx for x E S, 
jjx-x*jj < 6: 
F' [x)-F, _-F'(*-l[-FV F(x*x Cx*-x)2+w
 
-

= x-x* - F'(x) 2 (x*-x)2+ 4(x) 
where w3(x) = O(W 1 (Ix-x*ll)llx-x*112) and o4Cx) = O(WlI x-x*I)Ix-x*II) 
-in 1 
from (2.22) and 1F' w-ii <C- But then 
(2.28) 	 j1Gx-Gx*- I P (x-x*)Il <lx-x*-F( C' (x-x*)
2 1 N1 r 2 N1 
I 
2 2 1 
+ O(o (11x-x*l )IIX-rI) 
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Since F' (x)- F" (x)(x*-x) = F' (x) [F' (X*)-F' (x) I + 0 (WI (,Ix-x*:I)) 
from (2.24), we have for m E Ni, x G S, l x-x*lI <-62, 
F' (X)- F"(x)(x*-x)m = -m + O(n1(Ix-x*I) Ilm1I) 
and for y e X1 
F'(x)- F"(x)(x*-x)y = -y + F'(x)-iF'(x*)y + ( 1 CIlx-x*Hi)Iy 
= o ( 1 1X -x* II) y 11) 
Hece x) I -2 PN11IF 2
Hence, IF (x) F (x*-x) -1 iN = O(tl(lx-x*lI)) as x - x* and 
-( = o(Wn1(Ilx-x*ll)llx-x*ll)(2.29) IlGx-Gx* - 1 P x-*)Il as x x* 
1 
or G' (x*) = 1P. The estimate2 N1 
Gx = tx* + 1 N (x-x*) + ow1(Ix x*I)Ix1-x*II) 
yields
 
x(n+l) - x* - P (x(n)-x*) + O(i(Ijx(n)-x*lI)llx(n)-x*lI) 
and the proof is complete.
 
It is clear that superlinear convergence can be restored by
1 
altering the process equation. Use H(x) = G(x) - - P x so that2 N 
H' (x*) = G' (x*) - A p = 0 2 N1
 
and the corrected process is
 
x(n+l) = H(x(n)), n = 0,1. 
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A theorem similar to the one above for roots of multiplicity
 
greater than two can be formulated, but with additional conditions
 
of the type (2.15d) on the derivatives of F.
 
Finally, we present the following examples which show that
 
(2.19d) cannot be substantially weakened. Consider
 
T -' 2p 2. T
 
(2.30a) F((x, 2 ) = (xlX 2 ,x 2
 
for p > 2 fixed, and
 
(e-1/X 2 X x2 T for xI 3 0 
F((x1,x2)T(2.30b) 

(x2 0)T forx =0
 
In both cases, 0 is the only root of F in a neighborhood of 0,
 
F' ((x 1 ,x 2 )T) is nonsingular for x $ 0, i1x j small, and F'(0) = 0. Also
 
F-O)() = 0for ( 0 
F"(0) ( ) 
However, with x2 (0) = 0 and x (0) E (0,1), we have
 
° 
Sn+l) = (23 ) x (n) for (2.30a) 
1 2p 1 
x 2 (n) - 0 and 
xa(n+l) = xl(n)[l-x1 (n)] for (2.30b) 
=2
Thus, the rates of convergence are given by 1 'I2p ' R'I 
respectively.
 
Let us turn now to an application of the variable matrix theory 
of Section 3 in Chapter 1, in particular, of Theorem 1.18. 
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Theorem 2.8. For the iterative process
 
(2.31) x(n+l) = G(n,x(n)), n = 0,1,... 
suppose that G(n,-) maps the open, convex domain D S X into X, that
 
there is an x* E D with G(n,x*) = x*, and that G(n,x) is uniformly 
differentiable in x at x* for n = 0,1,... (i.e., for any e > 0 
there is a 6 > 0 such that when x e D, lx-x*ff < 6, we have 
iIG(nx) - G(n,x*) - G n,x*)x-x*)Ij < )-x*if for ail ni. If, forl 

some a > 1, 0 <,X < 1 and for all k,k > 0 the following holds
 
k+P k+
1
 
(2.32) 1jf G' (j,*)jl < j=k
 
then x* is a point of attraction for (2.15) and R .<
 
Proof: For any x(n) D, we have
 
x(n+l) -x* = G(n,x(n)) - G(n,x*) = G(n,x*)(x(n)-x*) + $(nx(n)) 
But
 
tIITFIAj 1 1x-ttl1 
so that
 
lim (nx) 0 
and convergence is uniform in n. Theorem 1.18 then yields the result. 
As an application we have the following result of Ortega and 
Rheinboldt [1970J. 
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Corollary 2.9. Let G: D x Dh c RP x I + IR and assume that 
there is an x* E int (D) with x* = G(X*,h) for all h E Dh Assume
. 
that the functions G (*,h): D c [P * P are uniformly differentiable 
at x* and that GI(x*,h) = Hq (h) where H E L(RP), P(H) < 1, q(h) is 
a positive integer. Then there is a real number 6 > 0 such that for 
any x(O) r S " S(x*,d) and any sequence {hkl _ Dh, the vectors 
(2.33) x(k+l) = G(x(k),h k),k = 0,1,... 
are well-defined, lim x(k) = x*, and R {x(k)} P ti?) where 
. 
m = lim inf q(hk ) 
kk
 
Proof: Let 6 > 0 be given. It is well-known that we may choose a
 
norm on TR such that IIHI - (P(H)+S) < 1 and then 
k+Z
 
g~(k)+q(k+l)+...qkk11~~~ fJGx*b)I 
j~k 
<.H~lr") + . . .+q(k+y,) 
}) H(k)++.q +q+(k+ )[ (P(H)+ E: ) I[.+ )m I < ( P (H) m (P(H)+ +I 
By the definition of m, the first factor above is bounded uniformly 
for all k,1 > 0. Hence (2.32) of Theorem 2.8 holds and we see that 
x* is a point of attraction for (2.33) and that Rl{x(k)} < (P(H)+s) m . 
Since E >,0 was arbitrary, the theorem is proved. 
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The authors of Corollary 2.9 have applied it to the process 
x(k+l) = x(k) - [I+H(x(k))+...+Hmk(x(k))]B-(x(k))Fx(k), k=0,l... 
where F'(x) = B(x) - C(x), H(x) = B- (x)C(x). 
Finally, we should remark that this analysis is not restricted 
to single-step processes. Consider the m-step method 
(2.33) x(n+l) = G(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l)), n = 0,1,... 
where G(n,...): D C xm - X and 
n 
(2.34) x* 	= G(n,x*,...,x*) e D for each n.n 
According to Voigt [1969], if G(n,...) is F-differentiable in each
 
variable at x*, then for the associated process
 
( (n+l),x (n) , .... x (n-m+2)) 
(2.35) 	 = (G(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l)),x(n),...,x(n-m+2)) 
H(n-x(n),...,x(n-m+l)), n = 0,1,... 
or z(n+l) = H(n-,z(n)), n = 0,1,..., we have 
H1 () H2 (n) H () 
(2.36) H(nx*,...,x*)=
 
0 *0 1 0~ 
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where Hi(n) = a.G(n,x*,...,x*), i 1,...,m. The multistep process 
(2.33) can then be considered a single-step method and the results
 
given above applied. Of course, some difficulty is carried with the
 
analysis of the block companion matrix (2.36). (See Voigt [1969]
 
for further discussion of this problem.) Furthermore, with multi­
step processes we usually expect superlinear convergence; this will
 
be considered in Part II.
 
PART II 
MAJORIZATION APPROACH
 
whereas in Part I the iterative process equation was analyzed
 
directly and locally, here it is studied in terms of majorizing
 
sequences or systems which arise from norm estimates.
 
We begin in Chapter 3 with several results for the type of
 
difference equations which commonly occurs in this approach,
 
namely, the isotone (that is, in each variable monotonically
 
nondecreasing) equations:
 
(11-1) an+1 0(a* nan-l...,a nk), n = 0,1,;., 
with 0 isotone. The theorems obtained deal primarily with 
determining domains of initial vectors (a 0 ,a 1 ,...,ak) for which 
the solution an I of (I-1) is convergent or sumrable. Rate of 
convergence estimates are also of interest. 
In Chapter 4, principles by which difference equations are 
generated from iterative processes through norm estimates are 
discussed and illustrated. An application of the results of 
Chapter 3 then yields local and semi-local convergence theorems
 
for the associated processes.
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Chapter 3
 
Convergence Domains for Isotone Difference Equations
 
In this chapter we consider the scalar difference equation
 
(3.1) an+1 = O(n,ananl,... ,a0 ,ai,...,a ),n=Ol,..., 
where l(n,...):D n [0,) n+m- [0,-) is isotone and the sets D 
)are products of (n+m) intervals of the form (0,a), [0,a], or E0,' . 
As usual, we say that a solution {a I of (3.1) exists ifn 
(a ... ,a0,...,a_m+l)T a D for all n and (3.1) is satisfied.
 
Let t&0 denote the set of all initial vectors
E0 
a = 	 (a0,a
a0
i,...,aM+l)T C D0 for which the solution {a of 
(3.1) 	exists, JC the set of those a for which fa ) converges
C n 
to 0, and t 0 the set for which fa } is summable. Clearly,S n
 
0
00( 
The purpose of this chapter is to find sufficient conditions 
0 0for 	 a to be contained in (1) 0 4 or (3) . With 
-	 '(2 r(3 .Wt 
(2) we will include the estimation of convergence rates which in
 
turn leads to results for (3). Anticipating the applications of
 
Chapter 	4, we will at times use special forms of (3.1). 
The first simple lemma treats (1) and gives information about0 s 
the structure of zC0 , . Here and throughout the chapterC' S 
b for a,b e RP refers to the natural (componentwise) partial 
ordering of R P
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Lemma 3.1. If aO 6z (or Z 0 a 0 .0 
E ~c o Y) andO0<,b i a, 
then b (So). 0 In fact, if {b }{a are the 
0
respective solutions with initial data b0 < a , then 0 < b < a 
for all n. 
The proof follows immediately from an induction argument with
 
the inequalities
 
0 < b I = P(Obo .. , m+i) (,ao,,..ja_m+l) a, 
0 .< hn+1-=- ,n nn...-,bn-m+I) < O(n,an ... ,a nm+l) = an+1 
We define a set if in jP to be order-convex (0-convex) 
if whenever x,X G t and x < 'y,then the order interval 
{z E JRpIx < z < y} is contained in t. The previous lemma states 
0Ofthat if D0 is 0-convex, then each of the sets i , 0 isE C S 
either empty or it is O-convex and contains 0. 
An important property of a nonempty, 0-convex set On P m 
m
with O E Z is that its intersection with any one of the 2 coordinate
 
subspaces (0,span (SI),...,span (em ), span (ele),.,t2 m ) , called a 
face of ff , is-again 0-convex and contains 2. A point a eof will 
be called an inner point of Z' if it is an interior point of any one 
of the faces of & in the relative topology of the intersection of 
C+ = {z e mjz >1 01 with the subspaca which contains the face. Thus, 
when A 5 0, Q is an inner point. It is clear then that 
a = (al,...,am)T is an inner point of 0 if and only if there is a 
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pointb= (b ,...,bm)T6 d such that ai <b. ifa. 0and 
b. = 0 if a. 0. Of particular interest is the following result2 2
 
which will be used several times in this chapter. 
C+Lema 3.2. Let if be an O-convex set in r R m with 
0 G iY and {a } a sequence of nonnegative numbers which has limit 
n
 
) T
0. If a = (a ,...,a +1 E 0 for all n, then there is anI n -
N
integer N > 0 for which a is an inner point of A. 
Proof: To each a corresponds the face of t of smallest dimen­
n 
sion to which it belongs. Since a converges to 0 and since 
N
 
there are only finitely many faces, either a = 2,for some N or 
n 
n 
else there are infinitely many of the a , say a , v = 1,2,..., 
in one face which are nonzero and which converge to 0. In the 
first case we are finished since 0 is an inner point. In the 
n 
second, each of the . a has the same zero components and no others. 
n 
Hence a eventually must be in the interior of the face.
 
For the next several results, we restrict ourselves to the
 
m-th order special form of (3.1)
 
(3.2a) an+l = 4(n,an,... ,anm+l), n=0,1,..., 
and its stationary case
 
(3.2b) an+, = l(an,...,an+l), n=0,1,..
 
The following lemma and-corollary deal with the question of when the
 
0
initial vector a = (a0,...,a+l )T is in 0E or . The combination
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of the two is a natural and minor extension of Kantorovich's lemma
 
(see Rheinboldt [1968]) which appears to be new in this form.
 
Lemma 3.3. For p > 0, suppose 4(n,...):[0,p + [0,-) is isotone 
and that *(.,a,b,...,c) is antitone in n, n=0,1,..., for each 
(a,b,...,c)T E [O,p] . If the initial values a = (a0 ,... ,a 0 

satisfy p > a m+l > ... > al > a0 > 0, as well as 0 < aI < a0,
 
0
then a G 0 and the solution {a I is nonincreasing and converges

En
 
0 

to some b* >,0. Thus, if b* = 0, then a E (. 
C* 
Proof: Again we use an induction argument with the inequalities
 
0 < a2 = 4(l,al,a 0 ,...,a m+2) < 4C0, 0 a 1,... ,am+l) = a1 < p 
0 an+l n(n,an,...,anm+l) ...,an-m < . = f(n-l,an_l an 

0 
Corollary 3.4. If a and 4 are as in Lemma 3.3 with 
continuous and of the form (3.2b), then the solution {a of (3.2) 
n 
converges to the largest number a* 6 [0,a I] for which qda*,...,a*) = a*. 
If a* 0, then a0 E 0. C 
For the proof, th& induction now becomes
 
a*= fa*,...,a*) 4(an,...,a nm+) = an+1 
so that a* b* = ran al. Since b* = 4(b*,...,b*) by continuity,
n_ n 
we have b* a* < a1 which yields b* = a*. 
Two examples of the type to be encountered in Chapter 4 are
 
12 3 
(3.3) an+ 1 = a + a ,n=0,1,...
nl 2 -n 4 n-l' 
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(3.4) an+l =2 (1-a )2 ) = ,, .
 
n 
For (3.3), if 0 <,a. , i = -1,0, then a a0 . An application
1 a' 0
1 

of Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 3.2 gives lir a 0, i.e.,
= 
0 = l T 0. n­a = (ae . The function 0 of (3.4) is increasing

I C
 
on (0, 1- ) with the endpoints as fixed points. Since
 
23 
=~ Ia1 4a 0) < a0 for a0 (0,i- ,a n converges to 0 monoton­
ically.
 
We remark at this time that a result similar to Corollary 3.4 
holds for a satisfying 0 < a < ... < a 0 .<al < p provided
-m+1 1 
that @(p...,p) < p. Then {an} is nondecreasing and converges to 
the smallest a* E [alp] for which 4(a*,... ,a*) = a*. 
We now turn to a special form of (3.2), namely, 
d (3.5)(35 nl= *(~, a )= 7 *.(n,a ,...,a ... ), n=0,1,.a n+l (n'an'* 'n-e+l ) i= 1 .an -, " 
1= -n -l 
Here dvm are positive integers and i(n,...):D 0,) m
 
is isotone for i=l,2,...,d, n=0,,.... The sets D are products of
n 
m intervals of form [0,a], [0,a), [0,c) and are assumed to be O-convex.
 
In order to distinguish between domains & , Z, o belonging to 
% or ',we use the notation o0(Yih, etc. In the following four 
results, rate of convergence estimates will be obtained for solutions 
{a I of (3.5) with a already known to be in s0(4). The idea here 
nto u C
 
is to use information-about the related equations 
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(3.6a) bn+1 = i(n,bn,...,bnm+l), n= 0,1,...,
 
0T 0 b0
(3.6b) = (b,...,b ) = a
1 0 -rn-U 
The first result gives an upper bound for the speed of convergence 
of {a}. 
0Theorem 3.4. Suppose a E 0OC). Then b 0 e (4) and 
0
0 $b <a. If a G 0() then R {a R f }I{bfor p e f1,o). 
Proof: A simple induction argument is used with 
d
 
= a,4'i(0,abI (O,b0 ,...,b ml) 0 ,--.,aml  , 
bn+1 Yin,bn,...,bnm+I ) < i(n,an,...,anm+l an+I
  

We next determine lower bounds on the speed of convergence of 
the solution {a*.3 of (3.5). Again the component functions i of 
(3.6) are the means for this. In Theorem 3.5 a condition on each
 
i, which is sufficient for R-linear convergence of each solution 
{b ) of (3.6) with b0 e t0,provides for linear convergence of the 
solution (a I of (3.5) with a e f . A similar approach is used in 
n -C 
Theorem 3.6 and its coroilary for the more difficult R-superlinear 
case. 
Theorem 3.5. In (3.5) suppose that to each 4i there corre­
sponds some A. e (0,1) such that whenever 0 i a S P, for some P > 0, 
we have 
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M-i m-2 0 i l(3.7) 	 (n,ai, a1.1 .di 
a0 	 0 
where 	 X. X < i. Then for any a G (4), we havei=l ..
 
(3.8) R {a } < < 1 
and then 
(3.9) R1 (0,0) < A < 1 
Proof: Let A = mi A.. since un a 0, we can choose an integer
!<.i<d 3 n A 
nO > 0 so that a n s pm for all n > n Then with b = p ) and 
for j = 0,1,...,m-1, we have
 
a .%p 	 <P ) A-llm­an0+J <.p ( YX ',- < b1j 
n 0+3x 
h kFor the induction argument assume that an0+ <+k for k = 0,1,-..,k 
where k. > m-l. Theh 
dY i"= +t + (n + 	,a n + A • .. ,a 
0+£+l0 	 0 
- x-m+2l
d
-<I (n0+X,bml"A	k Xm 1 b;7 Ni t b- X0) 
1 0 
Now
 
X-i-k 
- %l - for k=0,1,... 
A. 	 A. x
 
and b-1 p-n A o
 
and 	b Al p for k >' rn-i. We then obtain from (3.7) with a b 
M- XA,­
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A2d k l+ 
I b Am = bA X =n0+ i=l . i 
Hence, an0+n < bXn for all n > 0 and so
 
n1+n
 
1/n 1- 1
 
lir. sup a = lim sup (an)f 0+ n <uri sup ln)n 0+f =A
 
n ,li
n (a*~ u (
 
For the superlinear case there is a difficulty which must be
 
overcome. As an illustration, consider the equation
 
(n-el) 2 2
 
a =-E±L 
 a ­
n+l (n+2) n
 
One would expect that for a0 6 , R2{an < 1. However, if a0 1,
 
1 
then a = - and the convergence is only sublinear. The problem
n n+l
 
0is that solutions which do not begin at an inner point of .0' may
 
behave quite differently from those which do. This should explain
 
the hypotheses of the following theorem, which we will discuss further
 
later on.
 
Theorem 3.6. For the functions 4. of (3.5) suppose there is a 
number p > 1 such that for any A E (0,1) and any (sm-v..s0)T C Dn
 
we have 
m-i 0 m
 
(3.10) i (n,sY ,...,s 0 AP ) 4.(nsm1 ... ,s0 1P 
i=l,...,d; n=0,l,...
 
0
If a is an inner point of *0C then the corresponding solution (an}
 
of (3.5) satisfies
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(3.11) R {a I < 
p n
 
if all solutions of fa ) are uniformly bounded, then for a0to be
 
n 
in 0C and for (3.11) to hold it is sufficient that ao be an
 
C
 
40
inner point of 

^0'
 
Proof: In either case there is an initial vector a = T
 
o -m+1
 
such that the corresponding solution a I is bounded and satisfies
 
n
/p 
lir sup a < 1 and such that a. < a. whenever a 9 0, j=-m+l,...,0. 
n+W n 1 3 1 
Hence we can choose X 6 (0,l) so that 
A j+m-l 
p
a. < a.x

3 3
 
for j = -m+l,...,0. To use induction, assume that the above inequality
 
holds for j -m+1,... ,n, and compute
 
d n+im- n
 
i=l1 n nn+i
 
d n-i 0 
= ci(n,an( ) ,.-.,an (li=l n-m+1
 
d n p
<1~ ^ .. ,^ p^ A n+m 
i=1 1 n-m+l n+l 
Thus, for all integers n > 0, a n a , and 
lira sup a < im sun an lir sup Ap
 
.< I' lim sup A p < X < 1.
 
4
 
fl O=
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For the mentioned example a - n 2 = , we 
nfl n+2 an 0,,. 
see that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied for p = 2 but 
that a = 1 is not an inner point of oO . Notice also that here 
and in the theorem we are unable to conclude anything about O ) 
because we do not know the behavior of all solutions with a0 Ef 0 
Nevertheless, the following corollary shows that for the station­
ary form of (3.5) the conclusions of the theorem hold for any a E&J0 
C" 
Corollary 3.7. If of (3.5) satisfies the conditions of
 
Theorem 3.6 and if 4 is stationary, then
 
(3.12) 0R(,0) > p 
0 0 
Proof; Lemma 3.2 implies that if a Cz then eventually

T0 
a (a ,...,an 
n n-n--) 
) is an inner point of & say for n = N > 0. 
Since 4 is stationary, a reindexing in which an is replaced by 
afnN does not affect the proof of Theorem 3.6. The conclusion is 
that Rpai < 1 for any solution {anI which converges to 0. 
Theorem 11 yields (3.12). 
This reasoning is not valid in the nonstationary case since there 
it is not sufficient that a be an inner point of 0 for some n.
 
Rather, for some n, a must be an inner point of dn the set of

. C' 
all initial vectors bn, for which the solution {b I of 
- k 
(3.13) bk+l =4 (kbk...km+l), k = n,n+l,...
 
converges to 0. -In the stationary case, n 0 for all u
.6C OC raln n, b t
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otherwise o may vary and could, for example, shrink to {O} as 
Cn 
nn increases. Thus the mere assumption that a converges to 0 
does not guarantee that a is an inner point of 
-I 
dC for any 
C 
N. 
In the example above witha a 0 = 1, for no N is a a 
inner point of N 
There are of course sufficient conditions on the domains Tn
 
C
 
n
.under which a •is an inner point of 0n for some n whenever 
'4 . C 
{a I is convergent to 0, and we mention two of them. 'First, if for 
n 
some N0 > 0 
n n+l 
(3.4a)DC C(3.14a) DnC_ for all n >,No 
N Ni 
then by Lemma 3.2, aN is an inner point of N C &N, for some 
N1 > No . A second sufficient condition is that for some N, > 0, 
mthere is a vector a c (0,-) such that
 
(3.14b) a~f 2jC 
k=N0
 
In this case, whenlim a = 0, there must be some N1 > N such that
 +n N1N1 
a < a with no components equal, and a is an inner point of 
N
 
~C1
 
We should mention here that Theorems 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and the
 
corollary can be significantly generalized with only minor changes in
 
the proofs. For example, in place of we could use , . d)
 
wr id

where cris an isotone, q-homogeneons functional on (0, ) ; or 
instead of A,rxP we night consider X - where IYkl is a nonnegative, 
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increasing, unbounded sequence.
 
Theorems 3.4 through Corollary 3.7 appear to be new results.
 
For the special case
 
ai 8i yi
 
i(nx,y,...,z) = L. x y ...
 
where aiOi,.... are nonnegative, 6. = ai + B. +...+ Yi > i 
Schmidt [1968 has proved Theorem 3.5 and stated without proof 
Corollary 3.7. In the former, the assumptions are that 6. > 1 and 
d 2 
7 L. = L < 1 with L = X. In the latter, 6. must be greater than 
one, and p is the smallest of the dominant positive roots of the 
m in-1 
polynomials x -t.Xz -".. .-Yi = 0, i=l,...,d. Contained here are 
the conclusions of Traub [1964] for equations of the form
 
m 
a a c.a ., n=0,l,..., a. constant
n+l fan 0 n-3 .
 
An example o an application of Theorem 3.6 which is more general 
than these will be encountered in Chapter 4 and has the form 
a Y.
 
.xS. (n,x,y,..,z) = 2nL. I I z 1, 
with 6 
1 
> 1 for -all i. In that case, p is the same as above. 
We now turn to the problem of finding sufficient conditions 
a0 0 
for a0to be contained in 0S" Although Theorems 3.5 and 3.6
S
 
provide some, we will often be interested in estimating such quanti­
n 
ties as I a. and a.. In certain cases, the difference equation
j=0 j=na 3 
possesses a structure which allows a more explicit statement about
 S" 
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Let us consider equations of the form
 
an+l 
(3.15a) n n-I 	 n-m+l 
[ (an Yoajan-I I aj......an-m+l' jO0 aj)]an-d' n=O'l..'­
Sj=0 3 - j=) n-nn­
(3.15b) ao,-s
 
a0 (a, l,...,am+) > 0, j=0a. a0 for s=r,,...,m-1
 
where *:[0,+P] 2m	 [0, ) is isotone, P > 0, and d is a fixed integer 
in 10,m-1]. However, we can better appreciate the approach by first 
discussing the special case of equation (3.15) with d 0, m = 1, 
n
 
(3.15)t an+l = [P(an , Z a ] an, n 0,1,...
 
j=0
 
We want to find the largest number A > 0 such that for a0 E [0,A]
nW 
or [0,A) we have a. < . Let 1P(an a $) for n = 0,1,..., so 
nj=O n 
that 
n n n k 
(3.16) 	 Bnn j=0 u k=O a k=0 j=0a, = = ( II .)a and Xa k= = .)a 
Under the not unreasonable assumption that 
n 
allk0. 0, we know from 
the result of Hahn see Lemma 1.16] that I ( S.) is bounded if and 
k=0 j=0 
only if there are real numbers a >- 1, 0 < X < 1 such that 
k+k
 
(3.17) 	 1 0. < aXL+ I for all'k,L > 0
 
J
j=k 
n 
We conclude that I a. is bounded if and only if there exists aA such
 
J=03
 
that 
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k+.
 
< aA£ +(3.1(a., a.)*, for all k,k > 0
 
j=k 3 i=0
 
nn
In such an event, we have 	a = (I I$4a ax anda0
j=n
 
n 
k=0
 
n k-I 	 n 
Ak a 0 + Z ( H .)a 0 < a 0 (l+a I a('+ai (l-Xn , 
k=1 j=0 0 k=l 0 ­
for n = 0,1,.... This yields a sufficient condition for to
a0 
be in d0S namely that there exist a > 1, 0 < ?,< 1 with 
k+Z 	 aA j+1

(3.19) 	 11 1P (aX a 0 ,a0 (l-(-A))) a for all kg > 0
 
1
j=k 

Since (3.19) is difficult to verify, we give the alternate,
 
simpler condition
 
a.
 
(3.20) 	 tP(a0 , X ) A < 1 
which implies (3.19) with 	a = 1, i.e., 
k+k a 0 A k+z a0 P£+1
 
R P'X aO aO lr-A (l1-J)) R (a 0 , 0 (
11 -) 
j =k j=k
 
The main idea here is that since 4 is isotone, we can find a0 
so small that an+l < Xa n for all n and some A i (0,1). Thus, there 
is a certain contractive relation between an+1 and which in turnan 
guarantees the summability of (an}. In fact, Ya. is compared with 
the geometric series YIj . For the more general equation (3.15), we 
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extend this approach, using a condition corresponding to (3.20). 
Theorem 3.8. For * of (3.15) suppose there is a A e (0,I) 
0and an initial 	vector a such that
 
(3.21a) 	 0 < a, < a 0 < p(l-) < p for j -e+l ... ,-1 
(3.21 b) 	 a a(a
0 0 a0ad
(3.2b) a0 , ~ f ,a 0, yTf ,..., a0 , i-x) . 
Tea0 E 0
 
Then a S0 and, in fact, for n = 0,1,..., we have
 
(3.22a) 	 0 <,a n ' a0 A p< 

n a0
 
(3.22b) X a. ,j=0 2 
(3.22) 	 a .< a0
 
j=n
 
Proof: The inductioh proposition is
 
(3.2) a .< d+1 
(3.23) 	 a A a d+l ) , = 1,2,..... 
For j = 1, a1 = (abta0,a 1 ,a0,... ,a-m+,a 0 )a d < X +la_d. Assume 
that (3.23) holds for j = 1,2,...,n. Then 
aj. idA!aj- (d+l) (Ad )2a,_ !) ... (Ad ) ad+1 	 Ali 2 < Xdl) s
 
a< a U..-2(d±1)s (d+• 
j=1,2,...n 
where -m+li < j-s(d+l) < O .ora < s < .+l Hence, we have 
dal
 
(3.24a) a,. Xa 0 for j = 1,2,...,n,
 
k k 
(3.24b) a a0 I X3 for k = 0,1,...,n
 
j=0 j=0
 
Finally,
 
n n-m+l
 
an+l =ip(an jIaj,"... an-m+l I aj)an-d
 
n-m+ j=0 nt
 
Ad+la
a0 a0 

"< (a0 j-X?' '.'' a0 , j- )an-d n-d 
and so (3.23) holds for j = 1,2,... and (3.22) follows from (3.24).
 
For an example of the application of this theorem, consider 
Aa2 + Ba a 
(3.25) a a n n-i n = 0,1....
n+1 n n-il
1-B( Ia.+ Ia.)
 
j-o 3 j-0 
n n-i 
where A,B,C > 0 and we require B( I a.+ I a.) < 1. We wish to find 
j=0 I j=0 3 
a0 ,X,p such that
 
ao 1
 
< P <(3.26a) 0i--- 2-B 
+)i- 2B
 
(3.26b) A+B)a
 
1-2B (-)1-A 
Since we are interested in finding the largest a0 6 w r 
(3.26) as 
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, p(l-A)(3.27a) a 0 < - ­
(3.27b) a I (-)
 
0 (A+B)+X(B-A)
 
By maximizing the right-hand sides of (3.27) for A E (0,1), we obtain 
the best a0 e 0 available from the theorem. In any event
S 
Aa2 + Bana 
n n n-l
an+l l-2pB ,n = 1,2,... 
and Corollary 3.7 gives 0RC'0) >'p 2 
Several remarks are in order here.. First.of all, the proof of
 
Theorem 3.8 can be adapted for use on equations of the form (3.15)
 
n 
with functions * depending on additional quantities such as I a.,
 
j=2 3 
etc. Secondly, although the theorem gives sufficient conditions for
 
00 
a to be contained in 00, a much more valuable piece of information 
is to know the "best" initial points in Y 0S . These points are 
actually the maihal elements of chains or totally ordered subsets 
of &O, which exist by Zorn's Lermna when T S is bounded. The 
s S 
problem of actually finding such points in the general case is unsolved.
 
However, for m = l,,d = 0, Rheinboldt [19681 has found a device whereby 
such a point is made available in certain cases. Let us begin with an 
example and then discuss this approach in general. 
The following difference equation arises in the proof of the Newton-

Kantorovich theorem (see Rheinboldt [1968J):
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1 2t Kan(3.28) a4 1 n ,n=0,l,... ; a 0.
 
I-K Ioa,) 
D aoo 
If we apply Theorem 3.8, we require < and L < X for
 
a0
 
some 	X E (0,1). The maximum a0 is obtained for X = -i+v2 and is 
2(3-2v ) 36
"2 . 
tn -tn-i , a0 by to, and set t 1 0 for n 0,1,..., (3.28) becomes 
12K~tn-tn-) 2 
a0 = 	 T Notice, however, that if we replace a by 
(3.29) t n n=,1,...; t < ; t >0
 
Moreover, the sequence {tn satisfies (3.29) if and only if it also
 
satisfies
 
(3.30) tn 	 X(tt) n=0 I t <nl n l-Kt- no0 	 n KC 
n 
The function X is called a first integral for (3.29). Since
 
n 
t = 0aj, we are interested in finding the largest to (=a0) for 
j=0
which the solution {tn of (3.30) is bounded. But X(t,t0 ) is isotone 
and continuous in t X (t t(,t) > 0 so thatand ,t)= =t 
from the remark following Corollary 3.4, tn converges to the smallest 
solution t*(t0 ) of X(t*(t0 ),t0) = t*(t 0 ) in [to,-). For 
to < - , t*(t O) = -aK and so if 0 <, a0 <j - then = a. 2K 2 j=0 3 
K(i- K) . The conclusion is that (0, 2- a signi­
ficant improvement over the interval (0, -- ) found by Theorem 3.8.
 
1. 	 1 1 
Notice also that if to = -- then t*(t0) = and so [0, ) is 
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the maximal set in SU for which 	 I a. <, i.e., for which a >0S n=O 	 n 
for all n = 0,1,...
 
We summarize the approach of this example for the general
 
equation
 
n 
(3.31a) an+,,= (aj a.), n = 0,1,.,. ,
 
nj=0 :
 
(3.31b) > 0a0 
where :[0,p.1 ] x 10,p 2I - [0,) for some > > 0 is isotone. 
Note that (3.31) is slightly more general than (3.15) with m1I, d=0
 
and that there is really no contraction principle used here.
 
Suppose that for each a0 e z G , fan(a0)} denotes the solution of
 
.(3.31) with initial values a0. Define the new variables tn (a0 ) by
 
(3.32) tn+l(a0 ) - tn(a) = an+(a0 ) for n 0,1,..., 
t l(a 0 , t0 (a0) a0 
Then X .faa) = tto(a -5+i(ao) 	 and itn(a0 )} is an increasing 
anj-k £0) 
sequence for each a0 . The condition lir t (a0) = t*(a0)
10 ~ n P2 
implies 0that a0 C4 and in fact a (a ) = ) . Now, suppose 
that there is a function X (t,a0 ) for each a 0 e oe such that 
{t (a0 )) solves 
(3.33a) tn+l(a 0) = Ctn(a0),a0), n = 0,i,...
 
(3.33b) t1 l(& = 0 
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if and only if {tn(a0)} solves the transformed version of (3.31)
 
(3.34a) tn+1 - tn =(tn-tn_l tn), n = 0,1,... I 
(3.34b) = 0 , t 0 .to a

In this case, I is called a first integral. Notice that X is 
isotone since * is. If I is continuous in t for each fixed ­
a0 , and if t*(a0) 3 0 is the smallest solution of I (t,a0) = t -<P2 
(if it exists), then since X (O,a0) = it (t- (a0),a,) = t0Ca0) 
a0 > 0, we obtain lir t (a0) = t*(a0) p2 from the remark follow­
ing Corollary 3.4. It follows then that 
00= fa~ ffot I t*(a) P2 1 
and we seek
 
sup {a I t*tN ) -eP2
 
0 
If X (t,a) is defined only for a in a proper subset Eof i E' 
then this approach yields the "best" a0 in 0ln 0 
Of course, this idea can be used for equations more general and
 
of higher order than (3.31). However, to find the first integral is
 
often a more difficult problem than that of determining
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Chapter 4
 
Convergence of Iterative Processes: Majorization Approach
 
This chapter is divided into three sections, the first two of
 
which discuss a majorizing sequence approach to proving local and
 
semi-local convergence results for iterative methods. In the third,
 
the more general majorizing system concept is introduced and applied.
 
The importance of the results of Chapter 3 will become apparent as
 
the solution of a difference equation emerges in the central role of
 
majorant. We stress at this time that the emphasis in this chapter
 
will be on techniques for proving convergence rather than on any
 
particular iterative method or class of methods.
 
Section 1. Local Convergence, Majorizing Sequences 
We will be concerned here with local results for iterative 
processes. To prove that x* t R P is a point of attraction for an 
m-step method A,we must show the existence of m neighborhoods 
U. £ IRp of x* with the property that whenever the initial vectors
3 
x(i) satisfy x(j) C U. for each j =-m+l,...,O, then the iterates3 
{x(n)1 generated by A exist and converge to x*. The following 
observation describes the majorization approach of this section 
which will be used to prove local convergence. 
Local Majorant Principle. Let x* e RP and E., j -m+l,...,D,..., 
be a sequence of neighborhoods of x*- in Ikp. Suppose that there is 
a sequence of isotone functions 4(n,...):Dn 9_ [0,-) 
m [0,-), n=0,1,..., 
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such that whenever the iterates x(j), j = -m+l,...,0,...,n, obtained 
from an m-step process J exist and satisfy x(j) E Ej, then the
 
next iterate x(n+l) exists in En+1 and the estimate
 
(4.1) llx(n+l)-x*ll < ,(n,llx(n)-x*ll,...,Ilx(n-m+l)-x*ll) 
holds.
 
A simple induction argument shows that if x(j) c E. for 
J 
j = -m+l,...,0 and if (a ,... ,a a0 G 0CW- for a. satisfy­
0 -m+l Z~ i 
ing Ijx(j)-x*Ij < a., j = -m+l,...,O, then the entire sequence 
{x(n)} of-A-iterates exists with x(j) E. and satisfies
J
 
(4.2) I1x(j)-x*II * a., j = -m+l,...,0,1... 
where
 
(4.3) an+l = f(n,an,.. anm+I ), n = 0,1,... 
In this case, lim Ijx(n)-x* < lim a n = 0 and thus we may use 
n+ n+
 
E f"S(x*,a.)-UtJ for j = -m+l,...,0 
_ 

Apparently-, R {x(n)} < R {a for all p c [l,-). To make a 
statement about OR(4,x*), we must have estimates of Rp {x(ny} for 
every sequence of iterates {x (n)} which converges to x*. Generally, 
there is no reason to expect that every convergent sequence eventually 
enters the set for which (4.1) is satisfied. However, if a is 
stationary, then (4.1) will hold and in that case if R {x~n)} <1 
p
 
for some p >, 1 and all convergent sequences, then by Theorem 11,
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OR (4,x*) > p 
We call (4.3) a majorizing difference equation for r and 
its solution {an} a majorizing sequence. 
In practice, (4.1) i s not easily verified. However, if 4 is 
given by 
(4.5) 	 x(n+l) = G(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l)), n = 0,1,...
 
n
 
where G(n,...): 11 E. iP, then a sufficient condition is
 
j=n-m-l
 
(4.6) JIG(nYl,...,ym)-x*ll < 4(n,llyl-x*jI,...,IYm-X*II) 
for all yi e En_i* A more general condition involves a functional
 
relationship between G and which we write for the simple case
 
m = 1: 
(4.7) IIG(n,G(n-l,x)-)-x*ll < (n,IIG(n-l,x)-x*ll), n = 0,1,.. 
for G(n-l,x) E 	E and G(-l,x) - x.n 
We will now discuss several examples which illustrate the
 
local majorant principle.
 
Example 4.1. Consider first the general m-step stationary
 
process
 
(4.5a) x(n+l) = G(x(n),...,x(n-m+l)), n = 0,1,... 
mAssume that for 	some x* e X, p > 0, G:(S(x*,p)) ?m X, and 
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(4.8) G(x*,...,x*) = x* 
(4.9) jIG(x,y.... ,z)-X*I <,4(llx-x*ljjy-x*ll -. ,Ilzx*II) 
for x,y....,z in S(x*,p), where
 
d a. . Yi
 
(4.10) a,b,...,c) a b c
 
i=l 
and Li'Si''"'y0, 5i ai + 8i +...+ Yi 1 > = 
Evidently, the majorizing equation is 
(4.11) an+l = f (an,an,...,anm+l), n = 0,1,... 
which has been discussed in Chapter 3 as an application of Theorem 3.5 
and Corollary 3.7. The conclusion is that if either 
(4.12a) 1 > I for i = 1,...,d 
or if
 
(4.12b) L. < A < 1 where I is the set of indices i for
 il1
 
which = I.1
 
then x* is a point of attraction of (4.5). If (4.12a) holds, then
 
OR(4,X*) > p where p is the smallest of the dominant positive roots
 
m rn-i
 
of the polynomials x -a.x --. -yi 0, i = 1,2,...,d. In case
 
(4.12b), Rl(a,x*) s<A
 
The convergence resul-t has been given by Schmidt [1968]. However,
 
the role of the difference equation was not discussed. The problem,
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of course, is to determine the function * of (4.9), and this will 
be done in the next example. 
Example 4.2 (Newton and Secant Type Processes). Consider m-step 
processes of form,, 
(4.13) x(n+l) = x(n)-J(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l)) 
-Fx(n), n 0,1,... 
Xmwhere F:E S-- X X and J(n,...) -?: + L(X), n = 0,,... 
Assume that x* e E solves F(x) = 0. For the many known results about 
this method, the usual estimate takes the form 
lix (n+l)-x*II ,. fj (n,x (n),... ,x (n-m+l))-lll 
(4.14)
 
"IiFX (n) -Px*-J (n,x (n),... ,x (n-re+l)) (x (n)-x*)II 
and gives rise to the following kinds of assumptions.
 
(4.15a) F has a HE1der continuous F-derivative on the open 'and
 
convex set E with constants L > 0, 0 < a < 1 
(4.15b) F' (x*)-l' exists and is bounded by 0. 
(4.15c) Whenever x(j), j = n-m+l,...,n, exists in E, then 
]I J(n,x(n),..xnm4U-r(x(n))I 
$ y(n,Ix(n)-x*li,... ,lIx(n-r+l)-r 
where y(n,...) is isotone.
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Then, if 	x(j), j = n-m+l,...,n, exists in E and if 
(4.16) 	 B[y(n,llx(n)-x*II,...,Ilx(n-m+l)-x*lI) + Lllx(n)-x*IIaJ < 1 
we have, 	from Banach's Lemma,
 
(4.17) 	 llx(n+l)-x*ll L 41Ii+ nIx(n)-x* l+y(n, x(n)-x* r,--)]I-B Ey(n, lx (n)-x* j.---) +L11x (n)-x*01 
Hence, the majorizing equation is
 
L 
 0'S1-a an+y(n,an,...,an-m+l)]a
(4.18) 	 an+1 = l-[a+~'n .. a-~ n 
n 	l-0[La a+y(n,a ,.,
 
n n n-m+l
 
This equation is of the form dealt with in Theorem 3.8 and the con­
clusion is that if there exists some a> 0 such that
 
BE-La +y(n,a,a,...,a)J
 
(4.19) 	 + < < 1, n = 0,,...
 
1-BELa +y(n,a,...,a))
 
then any 	initial vectora = (a 0 ,...,a+±) (a,...,a) is in forC
 
(4.18). For the process (4.13) under conditions (4.15), (4.19) it
 
follows from the majorant principle that x* is a point of attrac­
tion. The convergence rate is then estimated from that of {an},
 
applying Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.7.
 
Of course, under alternate conditions different difference equa­
tions occur. For instance, if (4.15) is replaced by
 
(4.15a') 	 F has an F-derivative on the open, convex set E which is 
continuous with modulus of continuity wi I 
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(4.15b) 	 J is independent of n and Jtx*,...,x*) exists and is
 
bounded by 8,
 
(4.15c') 	For any y(j) e E, j = 1,2,...,m 
11,7(y (I),. 	., ) - , 1 )1 
where Y: 	[O,P]m [0,) is isotone, p > 0
 
then in place of (4.18) we obtain
 
ac[,W1((l-t)an)dt+y(an,...,an-m+l)]an
 
(4.18') an+l = l_ [(0,0,0,...,0)+Y(an,... an m+l)+W1 (an
 
Let us show now how several explicit processes fit into this
 
framework.
 
For Newton's method, y 0 and under (4.15), (4.18) is
 
L 1+aI
 
a.i- a n
 
n+1 = _Laa
 
n 
The process is stationary so that OR (t,x*) , i+a. 
With (4.15) one approximate Newton process has 
IJ(x)-F' (x)ll < 0+6lIx-x*I and then 
a 
= 
n+l l-[La+6 +61 a
 
e 0 i n
 
we require 060 C for convergence and in that case 0(,x*) >,l+
0 2 	 OR(
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if So = 0 and R (..,x*) <- 0 if 0 0.
 
0 
Another approximate Newion process assumes (4.15') with (4.15a) 
and again y(a) = 0 + 61 (a). Then we obtain the majorizing equation 
ana 
KL- at%+ +6 a ]a 
an+1 1-8[2 +61a +Lan] 
and for convergence we need 06 < I O( ,x*) > I+a if 0 = 0 
and .(&.*Rif >and Rl(,k,x* <1-2SS--7 < I if 6 0 76 0. 0%(' + 0 
For the two-point secant process, we assume (4.15) with
 
y(a,b) < K(a+b). Then we have
 
1ia a+K(a +a) ] a 
an~l~l~an nfn-1an+1 = 1 0 Lana+K(a +an)J 
n n n-i
 
and OR(4 ,x*) >mnin (i+a, +_)
 
In Steffensen's method, assume (4.15) with y(a) < Ka to obtain
 
L a+Ka]a 
1
,anl n 
1-8[La+Kan ]
 
and OR( ,x*) > min (l+a,2). 
Finally,, we can discuss the so-called combined methods as
 
considered for example by Schmidt and Schwetlick [1968]. In these
 
an integer nO is given and the operator J is kept fixed on each
 
index set
 
£(n0+1) < n <, (Z+l) (n0+1)-i for Z = 0,1,... 
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If we use the assumptions for the two-point secant process ana ue
 
notation
 
x =x((n+l)n+V) for v= 0,1...,n 0 I
nix 0 
we can write the method as 
(4.20a) xn,Y+ = xn, -J(y(n),y(n-l))- t F(xn,), V = I 
nn~
 
n =0l,...,
 
(4.20b) xn,0 = y(n) 
(4.20c) y(n+l) = x n y(0), y(-l) given
;0+1 

In this case
 
1IJjy(n),y(n-l)) - ) lI¢F'(x K)11 -x*lllj+jfy(n-i )-x* l) 
+ llY~n -xn 4t1­
for v-= 0,1,...,n 0 . With a,, corresponding to lIxn,,-xn , ji, theJ 

majorizing equation fs
 
a[-Eijano,+K(an,+an-l, )+L(a, 0+aa ] (an)
 
0+K(a .., )+L(a
n' + 1-[Lac ^+a O)] 0+a 

nu nt n U nt nl
 
where an,no+l = an+l, 0 . Theorem 3.8 again applies to give the result
 
that x* is a point of attraction of the process, meaning that for
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y(-l), y(O) sufficiently close to x*, lim y(n) = lim x = X*
 
f nfV
 
for each v = 0,1,...,n 0. For the convergence rate, notice that if
 
lia = 0, then eventually an,9+l a and a 
n,v n,v an+1,0 n,n0
 
for n = 0,1....; = 0,...,n 0. Hence, we have for a constant n > 0
 
a, (an )a for V = 0,1,...,n 0 and n sufficiently large.
1 
nV+n-l, n
 
Then an+l,O = an,n +1 (an_, 0 )  an, 0 for n sufficiently large.
 
Hence, the sequence {a 0} satisfies the difference equation
 
a(n 0 +l) 
bn+1 =&(b n-) • bn, n=0,,...
 
where 6 is constant, and the convergence rate according to 
Corollary 3.7 is - + 1+4(a(n0+i))/2. Hence, if A refers to the2 a~ 0+)/.4
 
process (4.20) with iterates {y(n)}, then
 
OR(&,x*) , 1 +'i+4(a(n0+l))/2. The actual iterates x have
 
20 n,v
 
0 +l)) ) 1/(n+l)(l+ 1+4(:(n 
0O 1 + YR 
 2
 
These examples were used for illustrative purposes and are either
 
known or extensions of known results (see Schmidt [1968], Ortega and
 
Rheinboldt [1970], Rheinboldt [1968J).
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Section 2. Semi-Local Converqence, Majbrizing Sequences 
For the proof of semi-local convergence results we will employ 
a technique similar to that of Section 1. For an m-step process, 
S, we seek explicit conditions for the initial vectors x(j), 
j = -m+l,... ,O,under which the iterates x(n) converge to some 
point x*, but in this case the existence of x* is not a priori 
assumed. 
The approach used here involves majorizing the numbers
 
{Ilx(n)-x(n-1)l! by a summable sequence [a }. It generalizes the 
theory of Rheinboldt [1968] in which the sequence an} is bypassed 
and replaced by tn-tn-}, as discussed in Chapter 3. His idea 
arose from the majorizing functions of Kantorovich [1949] and has
 
also been used by Ortega [1968).
 
Our technique can be described generally in the following way.
 
Basic Semi-Local Majorant Principle. Suppose that there are
 
sets E - X, i -m+l,.,,1,..., and isotone functions 
00,....):D' C [0,-) j +m- I [0,w), j = 0,1,..., such that whenever 
x(i) E E. for i m+l,....,n, >, 0, and 
(Jxn-(n-lflI .....,~~ Dn 
then x(n+l) exists, lies in I and satisfies
 
(4.30) Ijx(n+l)-x(n)j . 4(n,{Ix(n)-x(n-l)I,...,Ilx(-m+2)-x(-m+l)1i) 
Assume now that a0 (a 0 ,a_ 1 , ... a ± 6 and let {a } 
be the corresponding solution of 
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(4.31) an+, = (n,a ,...,a ,+2), n = 0,,. 
A simple induction argument shows that if x(j) 6 E. for j = -m+l,...,0 
and if Ijx(j)-x(j-l)f < a.J for j = -m+2,...,0,.then the entire sequence 
of iterates {x(n)1 from S exists and satisfies 
(4.32) IIx(n)-x(n-l)j , an, n = -m2,...,0,... 
In that case, the summaility of (an I implies that x (n) is a Cauchy 
sequence in X and thus converges to some x* (.X. Moreover, the 
following estimates hold. 
k+Z
 
(4.33a) ljx(k+%)-x(k) I a. for k > -rIi, t >,1
 
j=k+l 3
 
(4.33b) Ix*-x(k)[I < I a. for k >-m+l
 
j=k+l 3
 
As before, we call (4.31) a (semi-local) majorizing difference equation
 
for a a majorizing sequence.
nd {an 

In practice, condition (4.30) is not easily verified. However,
 
when . has the form
 
(4.34) x(n+l) = G(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l)), n = 0,1,... 
then a sufficient condition for (4.30) is
 
) l
IG(nYn,...,Yn-m+l) -G(n-l,Yn_l.,... yn_m
 
e*(nfv-yisjs ryiae d e-oge (0iII)t *,..llndm+hsn ... 

where 44n,...) is isotone and has an appropriate domain of definition.
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In that event,
 
$(ntJix(n)-xn-lj **Jj(m2-xmlf) 
= (njx (n)-x (n-1)I ,..• ,jx (n-m+l)-x(n-m), 
nXj1x(j)-x(j-llj ,.. n-mXI tj)-xj-Al) ) 
j=l j=l
 
In analogy with (4.7), a more general condition involving a functional
 
relationship among the G's can be used. For example, in the case
 
m = 1, we could assume
 
IIG (n+i,G(n,x))-G(n,x)1
 
(4.35)
 
A(n+I) IG (n,x)-x JIG (n,x)-x(ol ,1x-x (0I) 
n-i
A n 

Here $(nra n,. = (n,an, j a., I a.).
n j-l 3j-l 3 
The requirement that whenever x(j) E E., j = -m+l,...,n, exist, 
then'x(n+l) is in En+ can be guaranteed by the assumption that 
n+l 
(x(Z!), I En+
 
for at least one Z A {-m+l,...,0,,...,n+l}.
 
Under certain conditions on the function G of (4.34), the
 
limit x* of the iterates is a "fixed point" of G.
 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that {x(n)} is a sequence of iterates generated
 
by (4.34) with lir x(n) = x*, that lira G(nx*,...,x*) S
 
exists, and that {G(n,...)} is equicontinuous in a neighborhood of
 
(x*,...,x*). Then.
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= .(4.36) x-* G(,x*,...,X*) 

The proof follows from the estimate
 
llx*-Gc ,X*,..,x*)Il <llx*-x(n+l)Il 
+ IG(n,x*,...,x*)-G(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l)Ii
 
+ IIG(n,x*,...,x*) - G(o,x*,...,x*)I 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3, it is of interest to know
 
domains in which x* is the unique solution of (4.36). Of course,
 
such domains depend on the structure of G and have nothing intrin­
sically to do with (4.34). However, the existence of the convergent
 
sequence {x(n)} and the majorizing function can in certain cases
 
give enough information for the determination of uniqueness regions.
 
The following lemma contains the uniqueness results of Rheinboldt
 
[1968J. 
- Lemma 4.4. Suppose that {x(n) Iis formed by (4.34) with 
o 
x(n) E S gf E., and lim x(n) = x*. Assume further that the 
j=-m+l n­
following four gonditions hold: (a) {G (n,")} is an equicontinuous 
family on ?m, (b) lim G(n,z,...,z) - G(,z,...,z) exists for all 
ze ,c'c)IIc,,. ,) -- l < Xn and (d)
 
n n
 
JIG(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l))--G(n,z,...,z)lI 
S iP(n,IIx(n)-zli,...,Ix(n-m+l)-zil, 
llx(n)-x(0)11,...,Ilx(n-m+l)-x(O)Il,1l,-x(o)ll)
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for n = 0,1,... where k(n,...) is isotone on an appropriate domain.
 
if the convergence set Z C(i) of
C
 
(4.37) bn+1 = 4(n,bn,...,bnm+llIx(n)-x(0)I,...,llx(n-m+l)-x(0)I,bo)+A 
contains (t0'...% 0 ) for some t0 > 0, then x* is the unique solution
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of (4.36) in n S(x(j),%0).
Jnm+1 A
 
Proof -Suppose that G(-,y*,...,y*) = y* E n SCx(j),b 0), and let
 
J=-M+l0
 
n jjx(n)-y*jl for n = -rn+l,...,0,l.... Then 
lx~n~l -y*jjan+, -- <JIG~n,x~n),.,xnml-Gny.-,*I 
+ lG(ny*,... y*)-G(oy*,...,y*ll 
ijx (n-m+l)-x(0)11, Ijl*-x 0)I11 
+)
 
n 
A 
Define {bn} by (4.37) with bj = A0 for j = -m+l,...,0. But then a
 
simple induction argument shows that n < b for all n. Since 
n n 
we have x* = y*. 
Let us now consider several examples of the semi-local majorant
 
principle.
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Example 4.5. We discuss first the simple one-step process
 
(4.38) x(n+l) = G(n,x(n)), n = 0,1,.. 
when G(n,*) :E :X 4 	 X, n = 0,1,.... Assume that C- satisfies 
(4.35) with A4(n,a,b,c) = t(n,a) = u(n)a for some non-negative 
sequence {c(j)1. This has been called an iterated contraction 
condition (see Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970]). The majorizing 
equation is 
(4.39) an+ 	= 0(n,a) (n)an , n = 1,2....
 
For any aI > 0, the 	solution of (4.39) is summableif and only if
 
n 
(4.40) 	 1 ( 1 a(k))
 
j=l k=l
 
is bounded for all n. If this is true for some bound M > 0, 
then we have the conclusion that for any x(0) C E with 
S(x(0),Ma1 ) Q E and a1 = JIG(0,x(0))-x(0)Il, the sequence {x(n)l 
generated by (4:.38) exists in E with lim x(n) - x* and 
Ix(n)-x*It I ( 1 	a(k))a 1. If (G(n,-)} is equicontinuous on E j=n k=l 
and if lim G(nx*) = x*, then x* = G(c,x*). 
As a point of interest, in the case that {06(j) ) is a positive 
sequence, the boundedness of (4.40) is equivalent to the condition 
that there exist constants a > 1, 0 , X < 1 such that 
k+ Y,1 +
 
ita(j) <,aX for k,Z > 0
 
j=k
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This is exactly the theorem of Hahn (see Lemma 1.16).
 
If uniqueness results are desired, we assume that under the
 
above conditions
 
JjG (n,x (n))-G (ntz~I <, 'p(n~jx (n)'-zII ,fix n)-x(O)iII,Ilz-x Co)If 
for all z 	 CS(x(0)Ib ) b0 > 0, '(n,...) isotone. If b0 E 
for
 
.bn+i = (n~bjx(n)-x(0)Lb 0 n ,1,... , 
then x* is the unique solution of x* = G(-,x*) in s(x(0Ub 0 ). 
xmple 4.6. As a second example we have the general approxi­
mate Newton iteration considered bv Rheinboldt and enas (19681 r i" 
Section 1. The process is 
t4.41) 	 x(n+l) = X(n) - Ax(n))-1Y~x(n)), n 0,1,... 
where P. 	E QX Y, A(x) C L(X,Y). The most common estimate is 
jix (n41)-x (i) jj -,< j}Abc n) ) 1111Fx (x) -Fx (n-i)-Atx (n-i)) (x (i)-x(n-l) )ii 
it predicates assumtions of the following type.
 
(4.42a) 	 F has a H8Ider-continuous F-derivative on the open, 
convex set E with constants L > 0, 0 < a 1 
(4.42b) 	 A: B 9 X -- L(X,Y) and for some x(O) e B, LI > 0, nA 
jjA(x)-AbC(OjlhI <, xifx-x(o)EI 1 whenever x E r 
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2 , 	 "(4.42c) 	 iF'(x)-A(x)ll .<60 +6ljx-x(0)jl W2 > 0, 6i 0, 
whenever x E E 
-(4.42d) 	 A(x(0)) exists and is bounded by S 
If x(n-1), x(n) e E exist and Snjjx(n)-x(O)jjI < 1, then x(n+l) 
exists and 
jjx Cn+l)-x(n)jj 
(--x (n)-x n-) + (S +6 1 (n_-l)-_x 0)1 2) )11x t)-x (n-l)jj 
1-Onllx(n)-xC 0)I1 
Accordingly, the majorizing equation is
 
(4.43) 	 an+l [ L aJ +6+6 C a.) 2 1 
i1-r ( a 
I jl
 
This is exactly the 	type of difference equation treated in Theorem 3.8
 
and the conclusion is that a choice of a > 0 as a solution of
 
0 .<._. 	 " L al+-6e +61(i_-- ])< X 
aw
i-_O ( 11 

for some 	A 6 (0,1), gives a1 6 0." To guarantee the existence of
 1 S'
 
a1 and X we require 860 < 1. If a1 and A are found,
 
a1
 
lIx(1)-x(O)i .<a1 and S(x(0), - ) L__E, then according to the majorant 
principle all x(n) of the iterative process (4.41) exist and satisfy 
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lir x(n) = x*, Fx* = 0 
n­
jjx(n+l)-x(n)jj nal,
 
n
 
IIx*-x(n)ll < ac 
=n 
n-i . a1 
IIx'(n)-x(0)l" a, x a1 
the following R-convergenceTheorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.7 provide 
rate results.
 
[ afl.<ll Lo+&l( if a0+61 T0 
R {a I< 1 where p = (1+a) if 6 = l =0 
< a., the same estimates hold forApparently, since fIx(n)-x*jj j=n+l P 
Since this is not a local theorem, we cannot expect to{x(n)-x*}. 
get 0%-estimates.
 
In certain cases, there is a first integral for (4.43) and
 
better initial valuis can be found. For example, if 60 = il = 0
 
and a = 1 = ca1 , then (3.28) replaces (4.43). Rheinboldt [1968] has
 
found first integrals for more general equations than (3.28), but
 
not for (4.43).
 
An additional example of the semi-local majorant principle is
 
found in the next section.
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Section 3. Majorizing Systems
 
The final approach considered here is a natural generalization
 
of the majoraht sequence technique of the previous two sections.
 
Although it also applies to local results, we will be content to
 
investigate its use in proving semi-local theorems. It arose from
 
a futile attempt to apply the majorizing sequence approach of
 
Rheinboldt (1968] to processes other than approximate Newton methods.
 
As we have seen in Section 2, for iterates {x(n)I an estimation of
 
the crucial quantity Ijx(n+l)-x(n)JIin terms of jjx(n)-x(n-l)j,..., 
jjx(n-m+l)-x(o)jj, etc. can yield satisfactory results in many cases.
 
However, in some instances either this approach is not feasible or
 
else it is better strategy to use estimates which take advantage of
 
the structure of the original system. Thus we are led to estimate
 
other quantities besides lix (n+l)-x (n) j and as a result to consider 
systems of difference equations. The examples given below illustrate
 
the value of this approach, and it appears that all known conver­
gence proofs which rely on norm estimates actually use the principle
 
which we propose here. In particular, this idea has been used
 
implicitly by a thors including Iantorovich [1948], Schmidt [1968],
 
Bittner [1963], Chen (1964], and Kivistek [1961]. its explicit formu­
lation as given here appears to be new.
 
Since the choice of the quantities to be majorized depends on
 
the particular process at hand, no formal presentation of this majoriz­
ing procedure in terms of several general theorems can be given.
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However, the procedure can be described generically in the following
 
way.
 
Extended Semi-Local Majorant Principle. Let 4 be an m-step
 
iterative process with the following properties.
 
(i) There are sets E. 5 X, j = -m+l,...,0,l,..., such thatJ
 
whenever the iterates x(j) C E. exist for j = -m+l,...,n, then the
 
3
 
next iterate x(n+l) exists and lies in n+I.
 
(ii) Let Qi(j,x(j),...,x(-m+l)), i = 1,2,...,i 0 , be certain 
selected quantities at each step j of I 
where Q.(j,...):Ex....XE 9 Xm+j --X. If the iterates x~j)'E Ej, 
j = -m+l,...,n,exist and if the vectors a(j) in [0,-) satisfy 
(4.45) I]Q (J'x(J),.-,x(-m+l))jj <, ael(j),i l, . i0 j= 1 ..1445 0
 
then
 
IIQi(n+l,x(n+l),...,x(-m+l))I 
< ai (n+l), i = 0 
where
 
(4.46) a. (n+l) = d?. (n,a(n),...,a(0))' i = l,...,iI 
and 4i(n,...):Dn!
andn (0,O) (n+m)i0 [0,-) is isotone for each i,n fixed. 
The system (4.46) is called a majorizing system of difference 
equations. 
(iii) The quantity lx(n)-x(n-l)I is bounded by a function of a(n), 
say 
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(4.47) Ilx(n)-x(n-l)I < (n,a(n)) E d(n) 
Then, as in Section 2, the summability of {d I establishes the
n 
convergence of x(n) to some limit x*. Hence, if there is an initial 
vector a(O) >, 0 such that the solution {a(n)l of the system of differ­
ence equations (4.46) exists and such that {d I is summable, then an 
simple induction argument shows that whenever x(j) C Ej, j = -m+l,.. ,0, 
and (4.45) is satisfied for j = 0, we have the existence of a limit x* 
of x (n) and the estimates 
n+£,
 
(4.48a) llx(n+Z)-x(n)II X d., n >,0, 9. > 0 
j=n+l 
(4.48b) I1x*-x(n)I < I d., n > 0 
3j=n+l 
In practice, the quantities Qi (j,x(j),...,x(-m+l)) are usually
 
any of x(j)-x(j-l), x(j)-x(0), P(x(j)) for some function P, etc. If
 
only the first one of these is needed, we obtain the majorizing sequence
 
approach of Section 2 and '(n,a(n)) H a(n) = d(n). The condition 
x(n) E E can again be guaranteed by
n
 
- n
 (4.49) 	 S(x(P), d.) C E
 
n
j=z+l 3 
for some k E {0,1,..., n} .
 
As in Sections 1 and 2, the convergence proof for the iterative
 
process now rests with an analysis of the corresponding majorizing
 
system of difference equations. Let us now illustrate the use of this
 
principle with some examples. 
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Example 4.7 (Newton and Secant Type Processes). We return to'
 
the following general method discussed in Section 1,
 
(4.50) 	 x(n+l) = x(n) - J(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l))- F(x(n)), n=0,1,... 
where F: 	 E Six Y and J(n,...):EC -) L(X,Y). There is a wide 
variety of approaches to proving semi-local results for this process,
 
and so it provides a good illustration of the extended majorant
 
principle.
 
Consider 	first the estimate
 
(4.51) 	 llx(n+l)-x(n)I < jJ(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l))-lU 
SIIFx(n)-Fx(n-l)-J(n-l,x(n-l),...,x(n-m)) (x(n)-x(n-1))II 
which predicates certain assumptions on F and J. These might be
 
of the following type as used, for example, in the "consistent approxi­
mation" formulation of Ortega (see Ortega and Rheinboldt [1970)).
 
(4.52a) 	 F has a Bjlder continuous F-derivative on the open,
 
.convex set E with constants L > 0, 0 <a < . 
(4.52b) 	 Whenever x(i) ( E, i = n-m+l,...,n, are generated by (4.50),
 
then
 
IIJ(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l))-F' (x(n))II < n(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l)) = rn 
Xm
where n(n,...) :Em [0,-) .
 
(4.52e) 	 F' (x(O)) -liexists and is bounded by 
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,
 
The functions Qi are in this case F(x(n)), F'(x(n))­
J(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l)) and x(n)-x(n-1). If the numbers a.(j) 
satisfy 
(4.53a) jlx(j)-x(j-1)j < aI(j), j = 
(4.53b) IIFx(j)II .< a2 (J), j = 0,1,...,n-1 
(4.53c) IIJ=- xi),..,x(i-m+l))- <[a 3 (j), j = 
whenever the x(j) exist for j = -m+l,...,n, and 
(4.53d) 1IF'(x(j))-ll <,a4 (j), j = O,1,...,n-1, a4 (o) ­
then we have
 
(4.54) Ilx(n+l)-x(n) I< a1 (n+l) a 2 (n)a 3 (n) 
(4.55) 	 IjFx(n)ll < a 2 (n) - L (a (n))l+a+l a (n) 
a (n-) 
(4.56a) < a3 (n)3 	 a
 
n l-a3 (n-l)[ n+nn-1+La 1n) 
and a (0)3 1-Si 0 
or	 0 
(4.56b) F < a3(n)

n n 
1-[7n +L( Z a (j)) I 
n j=l1
 
or 
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a 4 (n) 
(4.56c) r 1< a (n) 4
 
n 3 1-a 4 (n) n
 
4 (n-1)
 
a 4 (n) ­
1-a 4 (n-1) 11 (a1 (n)) 
where the denominators of (4.56) must be positive, since Banach's 
lemma has been used. The estimates follow from 
< ( -Fn lJJ(n,s(n) ... ,s(n-e+1))-J(n-l,s(n-1) , .. ]- 1 
.< ( n-l ) [1-rn_1 (IJ(n,x (n) ,.. ,x (n-re+l) )-F' (x (n))I 
rn a nx(n-m)) 1
+ IF' (x(n))-F' (x(n-l))II 
+ jJ(n-1,x(n-l) ,...,x(n-m))-F' (x(n-l))j)] ­
or
 
r n < r 0[l-rF 0 J(nx(n),...,x(n-m+l))-F' (x(0 I­
r<0 Cl-r0 (Iji (n,x (n), ... ,x (n-m+l)) -F' (x (n))ll+]]F' (x (n)I--F' (xLOII I) ]-1 
or
 
-IIF' (x(n))-11! < IEP' (x(n-l))-lI 1I-1IF' (x(n-l))-IIIIIF' (x(n))-F' (x(n-l))1jj 
A majorizing system is thus defined by (4.54), (4.55), and one of (4.56).
 
Of course, the quantity n, is still unspecified until the method
 
(that is, J) is defined. For instance, we have
 
= (4.57a) Tn iwal(n)' n constant 
in the case of the secant process, and 
(4.57b) n = 6a2 (n), e constant 
for Steffensen's method. 
For the same estimate (4.51), (4.52) could be replaced by the 
alternate conditions below which come from Schmidt's (1961] "Steigung 
formulation. 
(4.58a) Whenever x(j), j = n-m,...,n, exist in E, then 
Fx(n) - Fx(n-1) = J(nx(n),...,x(n-m+l)) (x(n)-x(n-1)) 
(4.58b) and IIJ(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l))-J(n-l,x(n-l),...,x(n-m))II 
< 6 (n,x(n),...,x(n-m)) H en' 
where 8(n,...) :Em+l X +l - [0,w) 
-
(4.58c) J(O,x(0),...,x(-m+l)) I exists and is bounded in norm by Y
 
In this case, the discussion given above leads to a system of the form
 
(4.59) a1 (n+l) = a2 (n)a3 (n) 
(4.60) a2(n) = nal(n) 
a3 (n-i) 	 a3 (0) 
(4.61) 	 a3 (n) = 1-a3 (n-1)6 or a3 (n) = n a3(0) Y 
1-a (0)( X 6)
3 =i ] 
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Again, 8 is left unspecified, but could be one of
n 
(4.62a) 8n - r(a 1 (n)+a I (n-l)), n constant (Secant method) 
(4.62b) en 8(a2 (n-l)), 8 constant (Steffensen's method) 
Other norm estimates besides (4.51) can also be used. For 
instance, Bittner [1963] has chosen 
fix (n+l)-x (n)l < 11(I+g (n,x (n) ,... ,x(n-re+l))-F' (x (n)) )-lj1 
(4.63)
 
*jF'(x (n))-F (x(n-1))fIhIF' (x(n-l))'Fx(n)lI, n=0 ,1,...
 
In this case the basic assumptions for F and J could be
 
(4.64a) F has an F-derivative on the open, convex set E and for
 
some fixed x(0) e E 
11F, x(l)- -F'W j< Ljjy-xjjF (y) .
for all x,y e E, L > 0, 0 < < 1 
(4.64b) When the quantity F'(x(n))-l (J(n,x(n),...,xn-m+l)-'Ax(n))) 
exists, then it is bounded in norm by n 
We then have 
(4.65a) ix(n+l)-x(n)I . al(n+l) S a 2 (n)a 3 (n)a4n), 
n-0,1,..., aIO)=a1 (1) 
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(4.65h) III+J(n,x(n),...,x(n-m+l)-F' (x(n))J-iI
 
S2(n) ( n = 0,1,..., 
(4.65c) IF'(x(n)) -F' (x(n-1))II < [1-lII-F'(x(n-1))-iF' (x(n))II] - I 
= (1-lIF' (x(n-1))-l (F' (x(n-1))-F' (x(n)))IIJ' 
n-1
 
.< ki-[~ 1F ' (x(j) )-F' (x(j-1))lIJj=O
 
(x(n)))Il) '41F'(x(0))-i (F' (x(n-))-F' 
n-i 
a 3(n ) E I a 3 (J))L(a1 (n))]--i , n L,,... 
j=0 
where a3(0) is given;
 
) - l Fx(4.65d) IIF' (x (n- (n)I 
< JIF' (x (n-l))-i [Fx (n) -Fx (n-l)-F'((x(n-l)) (x(n)-x(n-l)) ]II 
+ IIF' (x (n-1)) [F' (x (n-1))--J (n-l,x (n-1),... ,x (n-m)II 
*IIx(n)-x(n-) I 
' IFF< (x (n-1))- [F' (x ) -F' (x (n-1)) ] (x (n) -x (n-l))d}ll 
+ n-i a (n) 
n))i+un-i L(a 
< a 4 (n) = ( 1 a 3 (j)) 1+a + 1 (n), n=1,2,... 
j=0 
where a4 (0) is given, and the denominators of the quantitites in (4.65b,c)
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must be positive and (Cn is unspecified.
 
Let us now analyze a typical system of each type (4.54)-(4.56),
 
(4.59)-(4.61), and (4.65), and then obtain a convergence statement
 
for the associated process.
 
Sample Process (4.54)-(4.56). We consider the method of Steffen­
sen
 
(4.66) x(n+l) = x(n) - J(x(n))- Fx(n), n - 0,1,... 
for solving Fx = 0 under assumptions (4.52) with a = 1 and (4.57b). 
Then we have the majorizing system
 
= (4.54') al(n+l) a2 (n)a3 (n), n 0,1,... 
=(4.55-) a2 (n) (a1 (n))2 + 0a2 (n-l)a (n), n = 1,2,...
 
22 -l
 
(4.56a') a3 (n) = a"3 (n-1){l--a3(n-1)[Qa (n)+Qa (n-1)+L(a1 (n)) 2 }­
a 3(0) =i_88a2(0 ) , n = 1,2 .... 
The exact solution-is unknown. However, by means of the following 
crude estimates the system can be simplified. Let 
a 4 (n) = (La 3 (n)+28)a 1 (n+l ) 
Then
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a2 (n) < 4 (La 3 (n-) +28) a 2 (n-i) a1 (n) 4a (n-1)a2 (n-1)4 
aa (n-1) 
3(n) a(nl) < 2a 3 (n-1) when a 4 (n-1) < 
a 4 (n) < L.(2a 3 (n-i)+2)(2a3 (n-1)a 2 (n)) 
< L(2a3 (n-+2)a 3 (n-l)a4 (n-l)a2 (n-l)<2(a 4 n-l )2 where a4 (n-1) 
Thus, we have the new system 
b1 (n+l) b2 (n)b3 (n), n = 0,1,... 
b2(n) = b4 (n-l)b2 (n-1), n = 1,2,... 
(4.67)
 
b3 (n) = 2b 3 (n-1), n = 1,2,..
 
b4 (n) = 2(b 4 (n-i))2, n = 1,2,... 
with a (n) < b (n) where a.(0) = b. (0) for i - 2,3,4. By choosing3 i n 
1 (2b4 (o)) 2 1 
b4 (0) < , we obtain b4 (n) < 2 so that the condition 
a4 (n) I holds. But then, using an induction argument, we have
 
al(n+l) < b1 (n+) = b2 (n)b3 (n) 
n-n
 
1( I
(2 0))2n I_ 
=2"h(0)(I -11b M )b(1))2j=0 2 4 2(2 n 
and
 
-2 
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n 
aI(j) < 2b1 (1) = 2al ( 1)
j =l
 
n n+l 
b2(n) + b (j) < ( 4 ) 2 (0)+2b1(0) a2 (0)+2al(1) 
j=l 
2 a1 (1) (2a4 (0))a (1) (2b 4 (0)) 
a1 (j) <,1 4()n2 a (0)_ nQ)2n
ln+J1 b4 (0) a4 (0) 2n 
For the iterative process (4.66), the conclusion derived
 
from the majorant principle is that if
 
(4.68a) IIJ(x(o))-l .<a3 (0) 
(4.68b) JII(X(o))Il <a2 (0), 
1
 
(4.68c) a4 (0) = (La3 (0)+20)a3(0)a 2(0) c ­
1
 
C4.68d) w a2 (0) + 2a (0)a (0) < r
 4 3
22 

(4.68e) the domain E contains the set S(x(0),r)
 
then the iterates {x(n) } generated by (4.66) exist, 
x(n) C E, F(x(n))-x(n) E E, and lim x(n) = x*. Moreover, 
n n 
a 2 (0)a 3 (0) (2a 4 (0)t 2 
nIlx(n)-x*I a4 (0) , Fx* = 0 
A similar result has been obtained by Johnson and Scholz [1968] under
 
the conditions (4.58). These authors did not recognize the significance
 
4
of ( .5 4 ')-(4 .56a') and derived only (4.67). Of interest is the fact
 
that (4.67) is the same system obtained by Kantorovich [1948] in his
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proof of convergence of Newton's method. Apparently better initial
 
conditions could be found if it were possible to solve the system
 
(4.54')-(4.56a').
 
Sample Process (4.59)-(4.61). We consider next the secant
 
method
 
(4.69) x(n+l) = x(n) - J(x(n),x(n-l))- 1 x(n), n = 0,1,... 
under the conditions (4.58) and (4.62a). The analysis given below
 
improves the result of Schmidt £1961] who has obtained the same
 
majorizing system­
a(n+l) = a2 (n)a3 (n), n 0,1,... 
a2(n) = mL(aI(n)+al1(n-l))a (n), n 1,2,... 
a3 (n) = a3 (n-l){l-a3 (n-l) () (a 1 (n)+a (n-1))J -I, n=-1,2,... 
For convenience, let a4 (n) = a 3(n-1)L(a1 (n)+aI(n-1)). Then we have 
the equivalent .system 
a 4 Cn) aI (n 
al(n+l) - 1-a4 (n) ,n =0,1,... 
(4.70) a2 (n) = n(x 1 (n)+a 1 (n-1))-a1 (n), n = 1,2,... 
a3 (n-i)
 
a 3 (n) 1-a4 (n) , n 1,2....
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/. 1 a4 (1) 
al (I ) If a4 (1) < (l- -2-) < and a (0) = a (1), then a1 (2) = l-a.(1) 
and
 
1 a4(l) 
4(2) < 2 (1-a4 (l)) 2 
Continue by induction to obtain 
a4 (n+l) < 1 a4 (n) a4(n) < (i- ) <2 
42 (1-a4 () 2 (n 
a4 (n+l) < a4 (n), n = 1,2,... 
By Kantorovich's Lemma (see Corollary 3.4) a4 (n) decreases to 0. 
a4 (n) 
Hence a (n) and 1-a4 (n) are decreasing with 
4 (n) - - - 1 < 1 
l-a 4 (n) F 2
 
2
 
and finally a (n) 4 (J/-l)a (n-i) for'n = 2,3,... .In fact, 
n n j-i (k) l-a (1)a 4 4 

I a,(j) = R - )a (1) 1 1 )a(1)
 j=l j=1 k=1l-4k 12 

The conclusion obtained from this analysis of (4.70) and from the
 
majorant principle is as follows. If
 
(4.71a) J(x(O),x(l))-i exists and is bounded by a3 (0) 
a, ) 
= 
< 1 0l-2a L) 
(4.71b) max(Ix(1)-x(0)II,I x(0)-x(-)II) ( 1 = a1(0) 
(4.71c) -a4(1) a3(0)n(al(0)+al(1)) - -a )n-- 1)< 4 
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(4.71d) the set E _!(x(0),r) S 
then the entire sequence of iterates {x(n)} for C4.69) under
 
(4.58) and (4.62a) exists and converges to x* E S. Furthermore, we 
have the estimate 
l-a1 (i) n a 4 ,(j) 
4C=i
 
1 a4 ()) 
where a (n+l) - 4 . Finally, Fx* = 0 from (4.60), and 
4 2 (1-a4 (n))2 
Rp ({x(n)}) < 1 with p = 1+2_52 
from (4.60) and Theorem 3.6. 
Sample Process (4.65). Bittner has used for (4.64b) 
a5 (n)L(a1(n))a 
n l 1 , n =0,1,...,
 
n +a
 
n-i 
a5 (n) = a 3 (j), n = 1,2,...; a5 (0) given 
j=0
 
But then
 
a5 (n-l) 
a3 (n-l)a5 (n-1) = , n = 1,2,...(4.72) a5 (n) 5 3 5l-a 5 (n-l)L(a I (n-l)) 
and where a (0) a1l(1) is given.
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(4.73) a = /( 1-a5(n)L(a1 n)) 
(4.3 a (1+a))( a(n)
 
a1 Cm)

-(as(n)L(al(n))a+a5 (n-1)L(a1 (n-1))a) 

The equation can be expanded to yield
 
a5 (0) 
a5 (n) n-i , n =1,2,... 
!-a5 )LjI (a 1 (j)) 
which reduces (4.72), (4.73) to a single equation of the form of
 
Section 2. The initial data AalO 5 (1)
,(l)a(,0),a can be determined
 
from Theorem 3.8 in such a way that {aI(n)} is summable. In that case,
 
we have from Corollaxy 3.8
 
oR> 2 
For the iterative process the conclusion is that if x (0),xC-i) 
satisfy 
(4.74a) fx(j)-x(J-)Ij <a1 (j), j = 0,1, 
(4.74b) {l'(x (ow) -'r,(x (-I))l < "a 1 
a 5(j)L(al(JW)). 
j =
(4 74) 1j '
+ a ,
 
(4.74d) S(x(-I), a(j))
 
j=0
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then the iterates {x(n)} exist, remain in E, and converge to 
some x*. The usual error estimates determined from (4.48) with 
d= a1 (j) hold. 
We give two final examples which serve as illustrations of 
further characteristics of the extended majorant principle. The 
first is a semi-local theorem for the combined method of Schmidt 
and Schwetlick [1968) considered in Section 1. This example, which 
appears to be new, shows that a rather complicated process can be 
attacked with relative ease when a majorizing system of difference
 
equations is used. The second example concerns a process for which
 
convergence has been proved by Kivistek [19611.
 
Example 4.8. For the iterative process (4.20) suppose that 
J,F satisfy the conditions (4.52) with a = 1. If we assume that 
IIF' (x)-J(x,y)ll -. Mjx-y u for all x,y c S(y(0)r), r > 0, then we 
obtain the majorizing system 
(4.75a) a (n,v+l) = a2(n,v)a3(n) 
(4.75b) a (n,0) = a (n-l,k+l) for n = 1,2,..., and a (0,0), a (0,1) given, 
v-i
 
(4.75c) a2 (n,) = 2 (al(n,v) + Lal(n,V) ( I a,(n,j))
j=l
 
k+l 
+ 	M( I a1 (n-l,j))a1 (n,v) for n=O,l,...; v = 1,2,...,k 
j=l 
+ M a (n-, ))ajn-l,k+)(n,0) = 2- (a (n-l,k+l)) 2(4.75d) a 2 
j=o
 
for n = 1,2,... ,
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a3 (0)
 
(4,75e) a3 (n) k+1 n-i k+l
 
1-a3 (0)(M( al(n-l,j)+al(O,0))+L( I Z aI(iJ))
 
j=1 i=0 j=l
 
for n = 1,2,...; a3(0) given
 
As above, Banach's lemma has been used for (4.75e) and the estimates
 
are
 
ll ,v+l-xnj Ili (Jy~n),y~n-1)-lllllrxn,$, 
IlF n, Fxn~-1-F'(xn V1)Nn -x11<,IIx 'V n,\-l)l 
+ tIF' (x,9_-J(yn),y(n-1))Illln I1-xnj111 
-

-j1In , -xv_1 Ixnv_2 + x VIYfly n)-xnVi111 
+ Mlly (n)-y(n-1) lix n -x, 
, iJ_11,
 
IIj:.(n),y(n-1)) -'fj U-(yC ),y1))'o ­
IfJ(y(n),y(n-))-J(yo) ,y(.-1))11 < M(jiy(n)-y(n-l)ll + Ijy O)-yC-)iI) 
+ Ljjy(n) -y (0) 
The relations then are
 
lly(o)-yJ-)Il < a(0,0),lij> (0)1, a (0v+1) 
Ili (y(b),y(n-1)) 1 < a± (n) 
An induction argument, based on the idea of Theorem 3.8, gives the
 
following conclusion for the system (4.75). Let X E (0,1) and
 
choose a1 (0,0),a 1 (0,1), a3 (0) such that
 
La1 (0,1) 
Co= a (0)(Ma (0,0)+ka (0'l) + -)< 13 1 1 X
 
a3(0) 
_ , d L + < , a rI. 
a L al1 (0'1)
 
a3(0 Lk + Mk).a (0,I) < 0o 1-c 0 2 1 1-x r
0
 
Then a3 (n) < dO and al(n,v+l) < AaI(n,v) for n = 0,1,...; V = 0,1,..., 
(n,v) # (0,0). Moreover 
n k+1 a (0,i)
 
i=0 j=l
 
Applied to the iterative process, this yields convergence of 
y(n) E S(0,r) to some y* e S when y(O), y(-l) are so chosen that 
IIJ(yC),y(-l))-lll < a3 (0) 
fly(O)Py(-1) < al(0,0), 11x0 l-y(0)li < al(0,1). 
Moreover, from (4.75d), Fy* = 0 and 0( J ,y*) -+4k+5 from

-- 2 
Section 1, as well as 
. k+l 
lly(n)-y*11 < I Ia1 (i,j)
 
i=n j=l
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Example 4.9. A semi-local convergence theorem for the follow­
ing iterative process for solving F(x) = 0, PtX X, has been given 
by Kivistek [1961]: 
(4.76) x(n+l) = x(n) - (Ex(n).F0dn)Wx(n)) F(x(n)), n=O,l,. .
 
IF'(x(n))Fx(n)11 2 
Under the assumptions that F is twice F-differentiable and
 
C4.77a) IIFX(0)i .<a2(o) 
(F'(x(oY)h,h)jl for all h-E X 
(4.77c) hIF'Cxl < A,IIf"(x)jj . B for all x e 9(x(O),r) 
the estimates 
4.77b) Ij > a (0) 
ujxn~l- nj <_ Fx (n) 112 a()lxn
NX~n+1)-x~n 11F'B(x (n) )Fx(n) a 3 iixni 
(4.78) 11Fx(n)i11 < 1IFxCn-1)+F' (x(n-1)) (x(n)-x(n--))I + Blk(n)-x(n-1)1 2 
F.- o ____1/2 1 
Ia11 1/+ 24 Ba2 (n)IlFx(n-I)ll IIFx~n-l)ll 
a2 (nA2 2 B3 
a (n) 
a3 (n+l) < a (n) 
yield the majorizing system
 
a1 (n+l) = a3 (n)a2 (n) 
* 2 (n) = 2 1 1/2 2 ((n)An1 a (n-1) 
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a 3 (n-1)
 
a3() 1 -a3 (n-l)Ha 2 (n-i)
 
3 2
 
Notice that the quantity a (n) which bounds 1x(n)-x(n-l)l does not
 
appear in the last two equations. Kivistek has shown that convergence 
occurs for A 2Ba 2 ( 0)a4 (0) 3 <_9 
The fact that this process (4.76) is not an approximate Newton 
method as well as the estimates (4.78) seem to indicate that no 
improvement can be made in estimating lix(n+l)-x(n)ll in terms of 
IIx~n)-x(n-)i , etc. as is the basis of Section 2. Hence, the claim 
may be made that the methods of Section 2 cannot yield results as
 
general as those of this section.
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